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O k a n a g a n  B o a r d s  o f  T r a d e  
T a k e  J o in t  A c t i o n  U p o n  
P o in t s  O f  M u t u a l  I n t e r e s t
Hope-Princeton And Kelowna-Naramata Roads And 
Betterment Of Inter-City Mail Service Among 
Important Matters Dealt With At 
Dinner Gathering At Kelowna
Some sixty members of the Boards 
« r  Trade of Vernon, Kelowna and 
Penticton met at the dinner table in 
fhe Royal Anne Hotel on Tuesday ev­
ening and discussed frankly and with­
out subterfuge questions of importance 
to the Okanagan Valley os a whole and 
to their respective communities in par­
ticular. In all, seven matters received 
consideration and a conclusion was 
reached in each case. Mr. D. Chapman, 
President of the Kelowna Board of 
Trade, filled the chair with his wonted 
urbanity and kept the proceedings 
moving without any drag or delay. In 
opening, he extended a cordial wel­
come to all the visitors and emphasized 
that the meeting was not one of the 
Kelowna Board of Trade but of the 
Okanagan Boards of Trade, hence he 
asked that all discussion be frank and 
free of constraint. Such gatherings 
were very desirable, as they did much 
to promote good feeling between the 
valley communities, and he hoped that 
they would become of regular occur- 
x^ cncG*
The minutes of a similar meeting, 
held on Feb. 22nd, were then read by 
Mr. E. W. Barton, Secretary of the 
Kelowna Board, also the minutes of a 
liter meeting, held on May 1st for the 
ispecifle purpose of considering the for­
mation of an Associated Boards of 
TMide for the Okanagan. Owing to 
lack of a full representation of the 
VaUey Boards at the latter meeting, 
ilb action was taken on the matter.
Mr. R. Peters. President of the Ver- 
itbn Board, said he was satisfied to let 
ihe matter of an Associated Boards of 
Tiude of the Okanagan stand as it was 
it  present, i.e., instead of forming a 
Cbherete organization to have such 
j^therings as the one that night, at 
WWdh members of the various Boards 
' could meet and endeavour to reach a 
contusion upon matters conceiming all 
hbe Valley communities.
Cheques By Banks
Mir. Peters brought up the first mat­
ter for consideration in the form of a 
imsplutioh passed by the Vernon Board 
in favour of resumption by'the banks 
of the issub' of cheque forms with the 
revehue stamp, embossed on them and 
the wording to include , “and exchange, 
if Ubc^ary.” . , ,  „  „
Speaking in support, Mr. T. E. Yuill, 
Veitibti, said that considerable ex­
pend was involved to many firms 
whk^ had to place revenue stamps 
iipoil cheques' sent to them unstamp­
ed brid in collection charges.
■ Invited by the chair to express an 
, bpiiiibn, Mr. W. M. Fraser, manager 
Of the Kelowna branch of the Canadian 
Rahk of Commerce, said there would be 
difflculty .in regard to the banks issu­
ing stsopped cheques , owing to the 
feet that the revenue tax had two 
rates, three cents under $100 and six 
Ceiitb for larger amounts.
*^ e  resolution was put to a vote 
-but failed to find favour and was de­
clared lost.
Bhfore the next matter came up, Mr. 
C. Ai B, Macdonald, President of the 
Penticton Board of Trade, expressed 
the thanks of the Penticton visitor^  
some ten in number—for the^cordiel 
welcome extended to them and the 
Und words of President Chapman. 
(Ck)ntiDued on Page 4)
SOME INCREASE 
IN MOVEMENT 
OF APPLES
^ ipm en ts  Now' Total 53.3% Of 
Estimated Crop— Balance U n - 
sold, 2,092,916 Boxes
The movement of apples from the 
Okanagan Valley up to Saturday last 
totals 2,391,661 boxes, or 53.3 per cent 
of the estimated crop. The balance un­
sold is 2,092.916 boxes, or 46.7 per cent. 
Total shipments covering the same 
period for 1934 amounted to 2,860,115
The detailed standing of the 1935
SANCTIONS AGAINST 
ITALY TIGHTEN
Italy Ready To Oppose Oil Em­
bargo, Says Mussolini
GENEVA, Nov. 28. — The League 
General Staff tightened the financial 
sanctions against Italy today with the 
ruling that no commercial credit what­
ever shall be accorded Italian expor­
ters. All goods purchased in Italy 
must be paid for Immediately. Britain 
and France announce they are follow­
ing this policy.
PARIS, Nov, 28.—Diplomatic circles 
said today that Mussolini, declaring 
that Italy is ready to "‘oppose an oil 
embargo by every means,” has threat­
ened to reinforce Italy’s troops in Lib­
ya again unless Britain withdraws 
warships from the Mediterranean.
McW il l ia m s  a p p o in t e d
t e m p o r a r y  m a g is t r a t e
Takes Post Of Magistrate Burne From 
December To April
VICTORIA, Nov. 28.—Thomas F. Mc­
Williams was today appointed tempor­
ary Police Magistrate from December 
1st to April 1st for Kelowna, and Stip­
endary Magistrate in Yale County, tak­
ing the post in the_ absence of Magis­
trate Bume, who will leave shortly on 
an extended holiday.
GOLD COMMISSIONERS NOW
BUYING PLACER GOLD
Price Paid For Clean Gold Is $28.00 
Per Ounce
Gold Commissioners in the Interior 
are authorized by the Provincial Gov­
ernment to purchase small quantities 
of clean placer gold at the rate of $28 
per ounce. , »
It is stated at Vernon-that placer 
gold now disposed of through jewellers 
brings only about $20 an ounce.
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ITALIAN ADVANCE
SAID TO BE HALTED
Ethiopians Claim To Have Forcbd 
Bbck Invaders In Several Areas
ADDIS ABABA, Nov. 28.— Emperor 
Haile Selassie left today by automobile 
with a big military escort for Dessye 
to take personal command of the Eth­
iopian armies.. As he departed he told 
the High Bishop of Ethopia’s Coptic 
Church: “I do not know if I shall re­
turn or if I shall die for my country, 
•but if I do not return I shall know that 
I died for liberty.”
Meanwhile, all advices from _ the 
battlefronts are that the Ethiopians 
have not only stopped the Italian ad-, 
vance both in the north and south but 
have in some areas forced the Italians 
to retreat.
EDMUND CHAPMAN DIES
IN MONTREAL HOSPITAL
VERNON, Nov. 28. — Edmond C. T. 
Chapman, aged 23 years, son of ]\&s. 
Mary Tupper Chapman, of this city, 
and the late Judge F. P. Chapman, died 
in the Montreal General Hospital on 
Monday. The remains, accompanied by 
Mrs. Chapman, who was in the King’s 
hp Jour list last June, are being brought 
to Vernon for interment on Saturday.
Mr. Chapman, for whom was prom­
ised a brilliant Career, received hi^ de­
gree at McGill University last spring 
and had intended to return to carry 
on research work in the biological sci­
ences.
' Cartels, including the Okanagan only; 
up to ^ turday, is as follows:
M dnto^: domestic shipments, 452,- 
’ R8I boxes, or 28.8 per ceht; export, 705,- 
606 boxes, or 45 per cent; balance un- 
- sold, 411,497 boxes, or 26.2 per cent.
■ Jonathan: domestic. 36,577, or 5 per 
cent; export, 486.421, or 66.2 per cent; 
balance unsold, 211,359, 28.8 per
^]^licious: domestic, 84,962, or 13.4
per cent; export, 254,650, or 40.2 per 
cent; balance unsold, 294,056, or 46.4 
I per cent.
Romes, Stayman and Spitzenherg: 
domestic, 26,253, or 5.6 per cent; export, 
13,895, or 3 per cent; balance unsold, 
428,815,'or 91.4 per cent.
Winesap, Newtown and Late Sun­
dries: domestic, 15,506, or 2.6 per cent; 
export, 87,980, or 15- per cent; balance 
unsold. 483,553, or 82.4 per cent.
Wagner, Early Sundries, etc.: domes- 
ticv 151,051, or 30.7 per cent; export. 
76,6TO, dr 15.6 per,cent; balance unsold, 
263,636, or 53.7* per cent.
Total Cartels: domestic. 766,430, or 
17,1 per cent; export, 1,625,231, or 36.2 
per cent; balance unsold, 2,092.916, or
46.7 iper cent. ^
:^gures for all areas combined show 
ddhtestic shipments as 1,313,285; ex- 
port,' 1,841,397; total, 3,154,682; balance 
'unsold, 2,277,175.
•
VERNON LEGION HOLDS
TENTH ANNIVERSARY
VERNON, Nov. 28—About eighty- 
five members of the local branch of the 
Canadian Legion celebrated the tenth 
anniversary of the founding of the 
Legion on Monday night.
WOMEN’S INSTITUTE 
MONTHLY BIEETING
Donation Of, $50 To Solarium X- 
Ray Equipment Fund
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Kelowna Women’s Institute was held 
on Tuesday. .
Following opening exercises and 
routine business, a letter from the 
Royal Oak Institute, Vancouver Island, 
was read in which it was stated that 
$4,500 of the amount required for the 
purchase of X-Ray equipment for the 
Queen Alexandra'Solarium had been 
raised. It was hoped to have $450 more 
in a few weeks, the letter stated, when 
the Island Institute would thus be 
ready for the last $50 which the Ke­
lowna Institute had become responsible 
for a year ago. —  . ^
The Treasurer was authorized to 
forward a cheque for this amount when 
notified that the $4,950 mark had been 
reached. ■ ,
Arrangements were made to hold a. 
card drive on Friday, November 29th, 
in aid of this fund.
WELFARE DRIVE 
OTflTNUESTO 
MAKEJROGRESS
M o n e y  Is  C o m in g  In  Ft^ccly A n d  
M a n y  D estitu te  Fam H ies A re  
A lre a d y  R ece iv in g  H e lp
With more than half the army of 
canvassers still to report, donations to 
the Welfare Chest drive are coming in 
at an ever-increasing rate, and solici­
tors report that in some instances don­
ors have been waiting for them to call 
and have their contributions all ready 
for them. This would indicate that busi­
ness men arc thoroughly sold on the 
idea of making one contribution only 
to Welfare work and that they apprec­
iate the assuronce that they will not 
be approached to buy tickets or to con­
tribute any further towards helping the 
sick ahd destitute. They are therefore 
asked to be as generous as their cir­
cumstances w ill permit. Once again the 
appeal is made to those who have not 
been approached personally to do their 
share in the good work by sending 
their donations direct to the Kelowna 
and District Welfare Association.
A ll cash contributions are being ac­
knowledged through the press, and it 
is hoped that the lists will be completed 
by next week.
Many sick and destitute families al­
ready are being assisted. Any citizens 
,who have odd jojbs to be done such as 
digging gardens, splitting wood, etc., 
should phone the Welfare Depot, 534 
or 141-L, which w ill be glad to supply 
their needs.
Cash Donations Up To Nov.
Previously acknowledged .........
Miss Ella Nairn .................  .....
L. D. Browne-Clayton ...............
R. S. Headley .............................
Goodwin Simons Ltd..................
N. D. McTaviSh ........................
Mrs. I. E. Staples .......................
Anonymous ...... .......
W . McEwan ....  ...................
Anonymous ......  .....................
A. C. Thompison ..........................
J. C. Wilcox .....  .... ...............
Anonymous .......... ............... .
A. Basil Woodd
Anonymous ...x..............
Knights of Columbus .
R. A . Houblon ...........
Ab ie  .................................... .
Wellwisher ....... ..... ...................
O. Hembling—......  .......... ........
H. Preston ...................  ...... .....
J. L. W . Thompson .....  ..... . ’
Miss M. I. Renwick .
Mr;s. M; Renwick ..........
Torn Pitt ... :......; .... ... ...............
F. M, Buckland ............
Miss D; S. Sutton .................1.......
Capt. and Mrs.. Cecil R. Bull ......
David' Evans ....... .....
Staif of Empress Theatre—Mes­
srs. Wooley, Foley, Jarvis, Ben­
nett, Miss Cartridge, Miss V. 
McCall, Miss H. Sparrow, W. 
M ad^n  ................-................
Staff of Tree Fruit Board .........
E. J. Thompson,...............
L . Kerry ................ ......  .... .....
W . M. Fraser ..............  -
Anonsrmous .................... ........ —...
Anonymous' .......................... .......
Anonymous .......... ........... -.....
P. J. Noonan .....  ............ ......
Dr. C. W . Dickson ............ ..........
W . B. Hughes-Games :... ..........
Independent Hardware Co.
J. F. Bum e ...........  ...........
F. C. Wasson .......   :....
Geo.^nderson ............... ....... .
Joseph Ball .................................
O. St. P. Aitkens .............
H. and M. G. N . Angle
Dr. Newby ......  ..............
H. C. Mallam ...................
S. M. Gore .
E. F. Smith .............. . ...........
D. S. Buckland ........... .....
Bob . . . ...... .... ............ ... ....
H. Bourke ...........................
W . Mete^fe ...............
Begg Motors, Ltd. ..........
A . Friend -..... ........
W. a ; McGill .... ........—.... .......
D. Balsillie
Empress Theatre . ........—
Gyro .............. ....................... .
F. J. Flinders ........ ....... ....... -  -
W . G. M illar .................,...
E. F. Morris ,..... ..... .................
F. D. McLaren .......  ................
Gyro ......... ...........;....-....
M. M. Haiwie ....... ................—
Gyro ........  - -....- ..... - ■ -....■■■■■■■;■-
Len. Leathley .......... ...................
Hulme Lethbridge...  ..... .
Gyro ...........-...... -..........-..... ...  ■
G. W . Cope ..............  -
H. V. Craig -i.  -.........— —   
Mrs. Goubrbugh ................-..... -
Gyro ............... - .......... -...... •
Miss R. Judge ........... .
J. D. Joyal .......... .............. ........
Gyro ...............................
W . E. Crookes........................
R. L. Dalglish ........................  --
Gyro ................. .................
Gyro :...... .........  - -........
F. W . Elmore ..............................
Anonymous ,.... .......................
R. J. Gordon .........-.....  --
Chas. Gowen .........     --
Anonymous .............— .......
Gyro ........ ...... ..... :........... -.....---
Maple Leaf Cleaners ............
Joe Rickerts ..... ..............— -.......
Gyro .....................
B. T. Haverfield ......—..... ..........
...............
Murray and Colin Brown .........
F. A. B. I........ ........ - ......— -
Gyro ....... ...........-----------------------
J. F. Fumerton .............------------ -
C. C. Fuller ..... . .iA ...........
Mrs. W . S. Fry and B a rb a ra ....
J. H. G. ..............  - ...... -.........•
R. P. Hughes .... ................ ....
Golden Pheasant Cafe ............
O. Jennens ..... ......
Miss Janet Johnstone .................
Gyro .... J...... ..............    ;■
Miss M. F. Hereron .................
Miss W . Homuth ........... .....
APPEAL IN KEANE
CASE ADJOURNED
Hearing Deferred To Await Decision 
Of Supreme Court On Market­
ing Act
’riic Tree Fruit Board's appeal a- 
gainst the decision of Magistrate Mc­
Clelland In Penticton Police Court re­
cently, when the action of the Board 
against F, II. Keane, Penticton grow­
er-shipper, was dismissed, will not 
be heard until the February sitting 
of County Court at Penticton,
' The appeal, which was set for Mon­
day, November 25th, was adjourned 
until February when the case 
came up before Judge J. D. Swanson 
in Penticton on that day. The object 
of the extended adjournment Is to 
await the decision of the Supremo 
Court of Canada on the constitution­
ality of tlic Natural Products Market­
ing Act.
FROSTED APPLES 
TOTAL HALF A 
MILUON BOXES
Fruit Board Takes Stock In Ok­
anagan Valley And Issues 
Its Report
ROUGH HANDLING 
OF FRUIT AT 
BRITISH DOCKS
Some Improvement Follows Upon 
Protest Made By Canadian 
Fruit Trade Commissioner
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Actual stock taken on Monday, No­
vember 18th, for the Okanagan Valley 
only by the Tree Fruit Board shows 
the quantity of frosted apples loose in 
apple boxes as 554,224 loose boxqs, not 
converted to a packed basis. The quan­
tity of loose unfrosted on a per packed 
box basis is given as 433,039 boxes. 
Total packed boxes are shown as 687,- 
452, and the estimated number of 
boxes to export is 340,273. There are 
48,095 boxes in destination storage.
On Saturday, the Fruit Board issued 
the following instructions with regard 
to defrosted apples:
Apples frozen during the recent cold 
spell and now defrosted may be mar 
keted in the following manner:
1. No packing shall be done prior to 
Monday, November 25, 1935, and no 
shipments shall be made prior to 
Wednesday, November 27, 1935.
2. Defrosted stock shall be put up 
in standard apple boxes containing 38
bs. nett, sizes 2% in. and larger, Jum- 
3le pack with corrugated pad on top.
3. All packages to be stamped with 
a rubber stamp “For immediate use.”
4. All sales shall be confined to 
straight cars, Winnipeg arid West only, 
arid shall be sold on a basis of accept 
ance, at shipping point.
5. Quotations shall be made on basis 
of shippers option as to variety.
6. These regulations apply to all 
varieties that have been frozen except­
ing Winesap.
It is recommended that all shippers 
should exercise the utmost care in 
packing these apples so that only sounc 
fruit, properly defrosted, is packed 
Packing should be for orders only.
The price set for defrosted apples, 
all varieties, is 75c, subject, to the con­
dition of sale as outlined in the fore­
going.
Complete figures showing the actual 
stock by varieties on November 18th 
are as follows, in the order of “pack­
ed,” “loose unfrosted on a per packed 
box basis,” “frosted loose in .apple 
boxes” “estimated number of boxes 
to export,” and “in destination stor­
age”: McIntosh: 326,756; 69,449; 1,808; 
123,622; 36.076; Jonathan: 48,986; 4,736; 
52.324; 41,952; Wealthy: 1,613; nil;
6,007; Wagner; 3,905; 17,218; 43,712; 785; 
nil; Banana: 2,926: 10,899; 3,441; 843; 
nil; Spy: 2,689; 4,701; 21,165; 90; nil; 
Grimes; 4.987; 2,593; 1.228; 465; nil;
Early Sundries: 5,141; 13,517; 11,260; 1,- 
317; nil; Rome; 25,315; 128,698; 85,380; 
8,983; nil; Spitzenberg: 9,459; 22,669; .30,- 
493; 5,743; nil; Stayman: 8,485; 10,428; 
22,050; 2,720; nil; Late Sundries, com­
prising Arkansas Black, Ben Davis, 
Ben Hur, Black Twig, Gano. Black Ben, 
Stark, Vanderpool Red, York Imperial: 
1.188; 10,799; 13,960; 545; nil; Winesap: 
46,147; 12,199; 78,658; 24,551; 326; New­
town: 63,067; 108,024; 70,742; 87,770; nil; 
Delicious: 136,788; 17,111; 118,003; 40,- 
887; 5i686. Total: 687,452; 433,039; 554,- 
224; 340,273; 48,095. ,
The standing of the Cartels for all 
districts as at No'vember 16th was -as 
follows: domestic shipments, 885,162 
boxes, or 17.9 per cent; export, 1,633,- 
921 boxes, or 33 per cent; total ship­
ments, 2,519,083 boxes, or 50.9 per cent. 
Balance unsold, 2,435,498 boxes, or 49.1 
per cent.
In addition to having inspectors on 
the docks in Canada to supervise the 
landling of apples from car to ship’s 
hold, the Fruit Export Board also made 
an arrangement with the Canadian 
Fruit Trade Commissioner that he and 
his staff would make periodical inspec­
tions of the unloading facilities and 
handling at the docks in the United 
Kingdom.
The following is a report to Mr. W. 
B. Gornall on the unloading of the s.s. 
“Empress of Britain.”
“The handling of the fruit cargo of 
this boat was done by labour supplied 
by the Southern Railway. A  sufficient 
number of labourers was allotted to 
the work for the rate at which the 
ship was discharging fruit cargo.
“The method of discharge was as 
follows:
“Square platforms are laid on square 
rope nets and packages are piled iph 
to the platforms. When the platforms 
are loaded, two rope loops, each joined 
to two corners of the net, not diagon­
ally, are laid over a hook at one end 
of the spreader attached by its centre 
to the sling of the dock crane.
“Boxes.—Unless the platform is cen­
tred exactly on the enveloping net, 
when the lifting strain is taken, the 
load tilts to one side, and excessive 
pressure is exerted by the liet on the 
top layers on the lower side. On many 
: oads boxes were lifted off and hung 
in the net, the edges of the boxes so 
lifted being pressed against the bulge 
of the boxes in the tiers of the load.
“Barrels, being placed on end on the 
loading platforms one tier high, are 
not so much affected by the faulty 
centreirig as described above, since the 
level of the extreme pressure is above 
the tops of the barrels and the barrels 
themselves,' being rounded, do not en­
gage in the meshes of the net. 
fContinued on Page 6)
NO WORD FROM 
MISSING FLIERS
VICTORY OF B.C 
AT IMPERIAL
FRUIT SHOW
*
Cornpetition In Dessert Class In 
Which Mr. James Lowe, Of 
Oyama, W as First, W as  
Very Keen
A recent report from the Canadian 
Government Fruit Trade Commission­
er to the Fruit Export Board of Can­
ada makes interesting comment on the 
Imperial Fruit Show, besides dealing 
with the present condition of the Brit­
ish fruit market and prospects for the 
Christmas trade.
Canada At The Imperial Fruit Show 
Owing to the Imperial Fruit Show 
hold at Cardiff October 25th to No­
vember 2nd, it was impossible to issue 
a market report for the week ending 
October 25th. and before proceeding to 
outline the marketing situation as it 
now stands it wduld be perhaps quite 
in ofder to refer briefly to Canada's 
part in the 1935 Fruit Show.
The outstanding feature has been 
the return of the Empire Champion­
ship in the Dessert Class to Canada, 
the award being given to Mr. James 
Lowe, of Oyama, British Columbia, for 
his entry of Delicious. . Competition 
was very close and not more than four 
points out of one hundred separated 
the leading entries. The second prize 
was awarded to an entry of Cox Or­
ange by Miss M. B. Amos, Of England, 
and only one point separated first and 
second places. Nova Scotia had three 
entries in this Section, but owing to 
bruising and some slackness of pack, 
they failed to reach prize winning 
points. An entry of Cox Orange by 
this Province was exceptionally fine 
and created a good impression, while 
an entry of Golden Russet was much 
admired.
In the Canadian Championship Sec­
tion, British Columbia arid Nova Sco­
tia submitted an exhibit worthy of 
Canada’s position in the apple market, 
and for the first time the, display conti- 
pared very favourably with the Uni­
ted Kingdom Cli|*ppionship classes. 
Apart from t^Hplize money awards, 
(Contiri'ijlSd bn page 7)
CONSERVATION 
OF OUR TIMBER 
RESOURCES
Supply Of Material For Boxes Of 
Great Importance To Okana­
gan Fruit Industry
Speaking at the Rotary Club lunch­
eon on Tuesday of last week, Mr. G. 
P. Melrose, District Forester, Kam­
loops, gave a very interesting and in­
formative address on the subject of 
“Forests,” emphasizing the need of 
conservation of timber resources of the 
Okanagan In order to maintain an 
adequate supply of material for fruit 
packages. The full text of his address 
is reproduced herewith.
The Province
In B. C. the forests are the most out­
standing feature of the landscape — 
next to the ever-present mountains. 
Great forested • hillsides and valleys 
greet our eyes and refresh our vision 
from Coast to Rocky Mountains. In 
our own Okanagan Volley the low hills 
arc clothed with the wonderfully use­
ful Western Yellow or Bull Pine with 
Douglas Fir mixed in, while back on 
the high plateaux are fine stands of 
Engelmann Spruce and vast stretches 
of Lodgepole Pino?
I shall not expand very much on the 
general extent of the forests of B. C., 
except to point out that:
1. Their most important natural 
product is wood,
2. The annual value of all wood 
products produced exceeds that of any 
other natural resource.
Forests ............    $67,000,000
Agriculture ...............   48,000,000
Mines ................     51,000.000
3. More men are employed in forest 
industries in this Province than in iiny 
other industry.
4. The Provincial Forest revenue is 
over $3,000,000 on the average, and In 
the past ten years has been over $21,- 
000,000 nett.
The Okanagan
From the early days of settlement the 
(Continued on page 7)
Message Picked Up By ‘Cruiser 
Not From Ellsworth And 
Party
WELLINGTON, New Zealand, NoVv 
28.—The s.s. “Monowai” today reported 
having received a message believed to 
be frorn the missing Polar plane in 
which Lincoln Ellsworth, Herbert Hol- 
iick-Kenyon and J. M. Lymburner hop­
ped off for the South Pole on Saturday 
morning. Yesterday the New Zealand 
cruiser “Dunedin” reported having re­
ceived messages apparently signed with 
the Ellsworth call letters. Investigation 
showed, however, that the messages 
had been; sent-from the Ellsworth base 
ship, “Wyatt Earp,” in an effort to find 
the filers.
NEW YORK, Nov. 28.—The Ellsworth 
Expedition headquarters announce that 
the message picked up by the Austral­
ian -ship yesterday, bplieved to have- 
conie from the missing fliers, really 
came from the Ellsworth base ship. 
Today the vessel pragpred to move to 
set up rescue and search bases.
Family 0»f Hollick-Kenyon Awaits', 
News At Ewing’s Landing ■
The wife and two children of Herbert 
Hollick-Kenyon are living at Ewing’s 
Landing with the missing flier’s moth­
er, Mrs. A. H. Kenyon, well known fruit 
grower whose thoughtful crii(;icisms 
have been heard at B.C.F.G.A. cbnyCri- 
tions for a number of years. The pilot’s 
father is in California, where his 
health forces him tb spend each winter. 
A'younger brother Robin is at home, 
and another brother, ,J. H. Kenyon, and 
a sister, Mrs. W. H, Colquhoun, live in 
Vancouver.
The mother has expressed the f ^ "  
ily’s confidence that the; three flying 
explorers are safe.- “I know the time 
will soon pass,” she said, “and I am 
sure it will turn out all right.”
EIGHT JUNIOR 
MINISTERS FOR 
GREAT BRITAIN
N ew  Appointments In  National 
Government Announced B y  
Prime Minister
VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
IN FRENCH GOVERNMENT
Monetary Policies Of Premier Laval 
Are Upheld
■ PARIS, Nov. 2i8.—The re-opening of 
French Parliament today precipitated 
a fight by Premier Laval to prevent 
the overthrow of his government . and 
to save the franc from depreciation. 
The Premier was successful _ in secur­
ing a vote of' confidence in his de:(enc’e 
of the gold standard for the franc.
LONDON, Nov. 28.—Prime Minister 
Baldwin today announced the appoint­
ment of eight junior ministers in the 
National Government. They will not 
sit in the cabinet.
Douglas JHacking has been named 
Parliamentary Under-Secretaiy for the 
Dominions, where he will be principal 
aide in the House of Commons to Mal­
colm McDonald, the newly-appointed 
Dominions Secretary. ^
Lt.-Col. D. J. Colville becomes Par­
liamentary Under-Secretary for Scot­
land, while Geoffrey Lloyd will serve 
sotne office in the same capacity.
Those ap'pointed Financial Secretar­
ies are Lord Stanley, who will assist 
the Admiralty, Sir Victor Warrender, to 
the War Office, and Euam Wallace, to 
the Department of Overseas Trade
Earl de la Warr, National Labour 
Peer, follower of Ramsay MacDonald, 
has been named Parliamentary Secret­
ary to the Board of Education, and 
Herwald Ramsbotham, Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Minister of Agncul- 
ture. ■
TO HOLD PLEBISCITE
ON NEW VERNON RINK
BRITISH SCHOONER
VICTIM OF FIRE
NEW YORK, Nov. 28. — The British 
two-masted schooner “R.L, Borden” 
was found in flames by the steamer 
“Exiliona” today several hours 6ftbr 
the schooner’? master and five of her 
crew were rescued by the Italian 
freighter “San Pedro.”
SALIENT FACTS 
AS TO PRODUCE 
OF PROVINCE
J'
Some Striking. Points Made By 
Mr. L. F. Champion In His
Talk  T o  W om en ’s Institute
' LONDON, Nov. 28.—Fred Perry, ten­
nis champion, has been ordered by his 
physicians to drop all tennis pending 
treatment for muscular injury. He will 
not play until spring.
Tbtai ....... .....  ... .....$817.10 j
Are Y O U  Going To Do 
For The Kiddies ?
Christmas is less than a month away.
Many eager and expectant little children in Kelowna and 
district are going to be disappointed oh Christmas morp unless the 
various organizations that work so hard every year to hrmg joy to 
the hearts of needy children are given your generous support.
The Boy Scouts, Brownies, C.G.I.T. and various girls*, clubs are 
ready and waiting to start the good work of assembling an over­
flowing pack of toys, etc., for delivery by Santa on Christmas Eve.
So please send in AT ONCE any toys, dolls, ffamf^ «*: any­
thing at all that can be made into presents for the Uttle children who
otherwise would find an empty stocking on Christmas morning.
Last Christmas some five hundred children in Kelowna, and 
district received gifts through the work of the Toy Shop and_ the 
many helpers, supplemented by some generous donatioim of new toys.: 
Such a joy to the workers to open a parcel of new dollies, a box p f ^  
games or a brand new automobile all ready to go!
Please leave all donations at the Welfare Association Depot in 
the old Morrison Haiti, Lawrence Avenue, any afternoon except 
Saturday, any Saturday morning, or phone 53d for a messenger.
Thank you!
VERNON, Nov. 28.—Whether or not 
Vernon taxpayers are in favour of the 
city backing bonds to construct an 
artificial ice rink, the cost of which is 
estimated at $25,000, will be decided in 
the middle, of December.
The decision to present a plebiscite 
was reached at a meeting of the City 
Council held on Monday evening, fol­
lowing a conference witn a committee 
representing the Vernon Rink Limited, 
which has been actively supporting the 
project. Those attending the meeting 
on behalf of the hockey interests were 
Cecil Johnston,,E. G. Sherwood, H. Gal­
braith, R. K. Cooper, and Russel Neil.
GATHOUC BAZAAR 
WELL PATRONIZED
Four Hundred Persons Served 
W ith  H o t Chicken Supper
The annual Catholic Bazaar and hot 
chicken supper, held in the I.O.O.R 
Temple on Saturday afternoon and ev­
ening enjoyed its usual success, well 
over four hundred sitting down to the 
bountiful supper which was served in 
the lower hall.
On the upper floor, where a thriving 
business was -carried on, • were booths 
displaying - many useful' and attractive 
articles and a sale of home cooking. 
Intriguing games for young and old 
were interesting features.
The drawing for the valuable prizes 
given away resulted as follows: hope 
chest, Mrs. M. Roberts, ticket No. 859; 
watch, Mrs. Roberts, No, 33; tray, J. 
Meyer, No. 37; electric train, Mrs. J. 
Moss, No. 18; doll’s hopb chest, Mrs. E. 
R. Bailey, No. 90;. doll. Miss E. M. O’­
Reilly, No. 80; cake. L. Boklage, No. 
67; afghan, Mrs. A. W. Letiinaft.
Some convincing points made by Mr. 
L. F. Champion, field representative' of 
the B.C. Products Department of the 
Vancouver Board of Trade, in his, ad­
dress to the Kelowna Women’s Insti­
tute on Wednesday of last week, were: 
Over $50,000,000 worth of goods are 
brought into British Columbia from 
eastern Canada yearly, while only $8,- 
000,000 worth of B.C. products are sold 
in the east. Of the goods imported, 
$40,000,000 worth could be produced 
in B. C. - If this was done, a payroll of 
$16,000,000 would be created, giving 
employment to 16,000 persons at $1,000
a year, ' ■ .
. Evidence that business is' improving 
in B. C. is found in the expansion of 
industries manufacturing goods of a 
semi-luxury class. One furniture fac­
tory is now running two shifts daily 
and is arranging to put pn a third.
Glace cherries amounting to two 
hundred torife were processed in 1934
to supply the demand, but in 1935, . ow­
ing to the lowered cherry yield, the 
output fell short'and seventy tons had 
to be imported. The imported cher- 
ries, while similar in appearance, werp 
not equal in texture to the B.C, fruit.
Cider vinegar is used much more 
freely in the United States than in 
Canada—95 per cent cider and 5 per 
cgnt malt—but in Canada the ratio is 
reversed. In Mr. Champion s opinion, 
the cider vinegar is preferable, and its 
use more generally in B.C. would.ben­
efit the apple industry.
Oranges valued at well oyer a toff- 
lion dollars are imported into B. C. 
annually. Several -doctors connected 
With leading provincial hospitals were 
asked as to the relative merits of or­
ange juice and sweet cider pasteurized 
immediately it is made, and all unhesi­
tatingly stated that the cider was of 
greater worth.
Okanagan wool, processed by wool­
len mills at the Coast, is found to be 
especially suitable for the manufacture 
of serges  ^ tweeds, etc,,
The ingrediente..used in all kinds of 
baking powder must:, of necessi^..be 
the same, hence a similarity in qualitj^ 
Use the B, C. product and help to build 
HT.C. payrolls.
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AMERICAN FLIERS MAKE NEW STRATOSPHERE
RECORD
THtJltSBAY, NOVKMBfaa #8lto, M®®
Merry- Go- Round
With R .M .R .
THURSDAY, NOVEM BER 28, 1935
f o r  t h e  c o m m o n  g o o d  o f  t h e  O K A N A G A N
Another very successful gathering similar to 
that which took place in Kelowna on February 22nd 
was held on Tuesday night, when members of the 
Vernon. Kelowna and Penticton Boards of Trade^as- 
sembled in the Royal. Anne Hotel to discuss matters 
of importance to  ^the whole valley while breaking 
bread together. Seven questions intimately concern­
ing the common good received earnest d iscus^n  
and a conclusion was reached upon all of them. The 
speaking was direct and straightfor^rd. there. 
no beating about the bush, and there is not the slight­
est doubt but that all returned to their homes the 
better for the interchange of ideas and with many
misconceptions cleared away. - *r.
It was refreshing to have full discussion of the 
Kelowna-Naramata road, the only matter brought up 
by Kelowna. It may not have been very strategic to 
have pressed it to a vote at a meeting at which resi­
dents of Kelowna far outnumbered others, but it was, 
distinctly valuable to have the case for the road pre­
sented frankly and without the secret diplomacy that 
so far has failed to further its cause. The speakers pn, 
its behalf brought telling arguments into play to dis­
prove any belief that the project is merely one for 
local benefit and established it as an indispensable- 
link in the highway system of the Okanagan and of 
the province in general. -  •
The unanimous support accorded to the Hope- 
Princeton highway and to the movement for improve­
ment of the mail service between Penticton and Ver- 
nPn via Kelowna afforded the gratifying spectacle of 
representative business men of the three largest com­
munities in the Okanagan standing shoulder to shoul­
der in support of projects which mean much for dev­
elopment of the valley as a whole.  ^ .
Even if such gatherings do hot crystallize mto a 
resuscited Associated Boards of Trade of the Ok­
anagan, it is to be hoped that they wUl be held in 
future with some, regularity, at least twice a ytear, 
hi order to maintain and foster the spirit of utiity
and comradeship that they engender.
BE'ITEK EIBRAIlY FACILITIEB
(Salmon Arm Observer)
On Friday of next week a demonstration will take
iLrprovided they do not come under the classification
centrally cltuaU-d (or a d ie
*5(1 far as we can gather, the cost of the iiorary 
1 1 in.» nf'r taxnaver, the same os the present 
Z r a r y  fee^ blit w  th increase in volumes
and 7  greater variety of subjects. That cost is not 
e x L s i? c  but the advantages certainly arc worth a 
gJeS deal more. On the score of cheapness no com-
AdodinW S.d“  reasonable library (neillUes ore os 
importont to a community as school education ib «l(- 
K k s  m ok^m cn, give them breodth of vision and 
Insnlrc towards better things. W e do not condemn 
the^novel entirely, but it has perhaps "P  «
time S  interest than is desirable or profitable If 
o ^ s S S n e e  is to L  mode, let It not be amongst our 
X S i ” ;  focilitlcs o( which a good library Is one.
* * *
' OUR CREDIT IN  LO N D O N
(Financial Post)
Prom a member of one of the leading London 
stock exchange firms, The Fiim ncial Post has received 
a letter containing this paragraph. . ,
‘T am afraid our market has not 
much on^anada. About two days after the elects®"?
I sent out a circular letter suggesting that, now that 
{he 2 l e S L  w £  over, and King had a strong maj®7ty 
there waTbound to be a great improvement in the
common stock in Montreal My
weetpd a Durchase of about 15 different equities, iviy 
total salcras n result ol this letter were exactly ml. 
It w ill take some time to undo the harm which Hep­
burn McGeer and others have donu ^
Arthur Beverley Baxter, an 
T pnrtnn «?aid in an interview the other day th^ t^ me
' British ’hnancial man has 
losing his money if he puts it m  Canada, and prefers 
to send it to South Africa and Australia. .
The British head of a large Canadian financial 
institution was in The Financial Post’s office the other
^“^ '“iffakesm t least three times as ®^°’^ canu
to interest the British investor in even sound Cana 
d°an S o i i d n s  than it ever took before. He does
The^simple truth is that Canada has forfeited al­
most the wlmle of whatever credit standing she ever 
had in Great Britain. Unbalanced budgets have had 
Smettiing to do  with it. But policies^ of repudiation 
and confiscation, added to widespread popularity^of 
m o Q ^ ry  heresies, have financi^ljf lost us our hon- 
ou^lbln positibn with the British^ m aster. . .
*^om e day w e w ill wake up to the fact that the 
credit p iit ion  w e have lost is worth trying to regain.
'V
Vt y
1
1^1 I U
Cabt Albert W . Stevens and Capt. Orvil mill® north and
from wm m  L a k ^ s l .  set a now world’s r ^ o r d w ^  an capt. Sievims.
S N s 's h o w n '^ S h  S I  b“”p  w m i “ g r o S  officer and alternate pilot of thb National Geographic Socic y-
U.s! Army stratosphere expedition.
A  BO Y  W ITH  A  FOREIGN NAM E
From the files of The Kelowna Clarion and 
The Kelowna Courier.
YO UTH  C A N  STILL DO  “BIG  TH INGS”
Ambitious youth seeking to find their places early- 
in life in a maladjusted world will find encom ^e- 
ment if they will take a look into the pages o f his­
tory. E. B. DeGroot, California Boy Scout executive, 
in the Rotarian Magazine, tells of a few of the young 
men and women who have “done big things, ^
‘^William Pitt,” Mr. DeGroot cites as his first ex­
ample, “filled the responsible post of C h^bello r of 
the Exchequer at 23 and served as Prime Minister of 
Creat Britain at 24. George Washington was only 23 . 
when he led the Virginia troops against the^ Indians 
' and French. Abraham Lincoln campaigned -for pub­
lic office at 24. Robert Louis Stevenson wrote ‘Treas­
ure Island’ at 23. Galois at 19 proved that equations 
. higher than the fifth order could not be solved alge- 
braically, and thereby advanced the theory of groups 
for the solution ,of higher equations.
■ ■ “Westinghouse,’’ he continues, “myented the air 
brake at 23. Alexander the Great coni^ereii and rul­
ed the world before he was 30, Sir Isaac Newton at 
24 formulated the law of gravitation. Whitney was 
not more than 29 when he invented the  ^ c()tton gm. 
Charles Dickens wrote ‘Oliver TwisV at 25. N ^o leon  
at 27 was in command Of the Italian army., Patrick 
Henry was but 27 when he made his conquering and 
historic speech against the Stamp Act; Thomas Edi­
son was not far above the Youth Service age level 
' designated by Rotary (24 years), when he astounded 
and benefited mankind with many of his inventiorts.j 
“Paul Siple, an Eagle Scout, was only 20 when he 
qualified for an important post on the first expedition 
of Admiral Byrd to the Antarctic regions, aii^ d he was 
chief biologist on the second Byrd Expedition. The 
average of the members of America’s Continental 
Congress was 35. Two of its members, at least, were 
under 30—Edward Rutledge, 25.'and John Jay, 20, 
“ Lindbergh immortalized himself at 25; mdrebyer.' 
the best out of 500 poems on the Lindbergh flight 
across the Atlantic in 1927 was written by Nathalia' 
Crane, a 14-year-old girl of Brooklyn, New  York: And  
so on, almost without end could we record the ach­
ievements and services of youth in the fields of 
statesmanship,, literature, science, education, inven­
tion, and courage.”
THE H UM AN  TOUCH
‘Tis the human touch in this world that counts.
The touch of your hand and mine.
Which means far more to the fainting heart 
Than shelter and bread and wine;
For shelter is gone when the night is o’er.
And bread lasts only a day. .
But the touch of the hand and the sound of the voice. 
Sing on in the soul alway.
—Spencer Michael Free.
“M O R AL DEGENERATION”
(Red Deer Advocate)
It is interesting, as we re-ad ^
Rome, -to recall these lines which appeared iri an
Italian newspaper in 1912: _ Ttalv
“ The nationalist, conservative and clerical It^ y  
of today wants to make the sword .her l^w, _and. the 
arm the school of the hSlibn. W e foresaw this m or^  
degeneration and, therefore, are not surprised by it. 
Eul thSe who believe that'this do^nance. o r
isin is a sigh of stren^h are nustaken. St^®hg.P?p-, 
pies have no need to suffer such rubbisK as the I t a h ^  
press indulges '^hh fbblish^elight. . St^^^
hbld-themselyes in ®ti6ek: ITatiohal^
Italy shows that she has herself P ® * ^
war of conquest is celebrated as ^ R o ^ n t n p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^This comment on the invasioh of Libya was writ 
ten by a Socialist named Benito Mussblim.
'■■ * *■ . * ' .1-' ■
. iM A Y 'G G 'F A fe "■
(Nelson Daily News)
Beverley Baxter, fprmeriy "managing editor .of 
Liord BeSverbrobk’s Daily, Express, ;l}as been 
to the British House of Cbmittohs. 
that he is resigning his recently accepted ^sitiom  of 
S u e S y  counsel for an English film concern in order 
i.t^devirte himself to pofiticS f u n ^ l  fn
first thbught. But if he has
politics as he had When he was editor ®f his news­
paper; he is likely; tb go far new a c t iv it e  i o t
the^anadian-bbrn peer is still a power behind the 
scene in British politic^ life.
RESOLUTIONS
Let us all resolve: First, to attain the grace of 
silence- second, to detem all fault-finding that; does no 
ffood a’ sin, and to resolve, when we are happy outt - 
selves* not to poison the atmosphere for our. neigh-, 
hours by calling on them to remark every painful and 
disagreeable feature of their daily life:, third, to prac- 
ti.se the grace and virtue of praise.—Mrs. H. B. Stowe.
THE g e n t l e  BLO O DH O UND
(Los Angeles Times) ,
“Bloodhounds are probably 
stood animals in the world,” says Leon^F. W m ^  
trainer and owner of sorne of the most skilful dogs of
this breed in this country. . ^
In Mr. Whitney’s opinion bloodhounds are _not the 
vicious brutes most people think they trailing and 
attacking their quarry. As a matter .of fapt, be ^ jn t s  
out. they are among the most gentle 
dogs known; trailing is just a game_ witlr^them and 
they have ho ill will towards those they follow^
In this country there are only 167 pwneK of pure 
bloodhounds^ and only 400 pure-bred animals of this 
species. • • ■
THOUGHTS O N  W A R
, How much did the W orld W ar accompli^? Con­
tentment and prosperity of^the world. Pj®^Jbrow of 
the Kingdom of Mars? ‘The ^^®
very irony of the expression answers that (juestmn. 
— Mar y E. Woolley, President Mount Holyoke
College. ;-  ^ ^ ^   ^^
In thy opinion it is the beginning of a long and
. . . one of the bloodiest and ciruelest. ^riods^ the 
world- has ever known.— Gen. J. B. M.
African Premier, referring to the Italq-Ethiopian
.■crisis,;. ..
Historians of the future are not likely to _refer 
to it as the W orld War, but as the Forty-year W ar or 
the- Sixty-year War —Prof. Joseph Remenyi, Cleve- 
lahd, who^says Europeans believe W orld W ar never 
ended. ' .. ... -
We Stand at a decisive turning point in history.. 
Unless strong defensive forces intervene,^ civilized 
hatibhs are'doomed to; perish like ancient Rome and 
Athens.— Dr. Alfred Rosenberg, Nazi philosopher.
Much nonsense is being talked of th e^eed  of 
certain nations to. expand. ®®^^
could support their present populations in comfort 
under a sane economic system:—Lord Strabolgi, w ar­
time British'naval commander,
♦ ♦ *
The statesmen today are like chauffeurs in high- 
nfiwered cars who know the road' iS; slippery, while^in 
19l4 t h ^  were like chauffeurs who did.not know what 
skidiiing was.— Sir Arthur Willert, English newspaper 
correspondent. *  #
With her vast interests, it is almost impo^ible for 
nhvorib to have a little w ar anywhere without in- 
vofvihgVEhglahd.—Virginia <3ildersleeve. Dean, Bar­
nard College. '
TH IRTY YEARS AG O  
Thursday; November 23, 1905
M r John Galt, C.E., of Toronto, an engineer who
was^m ployed by the City^Council to report ^ o n  a  
domestic water supply and electric lightmg for tn 
town, took into cognizance^two ^ourees^of
sunnly Mission Creek and Okanagan L ak ^  His co 
elusions favoured Mission Creek, but the Council de­
cided otherwise. The report stated, m p ^ .  , ^
“The question of water supply admits of tw® so 
lutions; one being by natural gravitatiomfroin Mission 
Creek, a distance of fully seven miles, at an 
of 350 feet, into storage reservoir near the cit^2^*^  
other pumping direct from P^^nagam Lake by  r t e ^  
or electric power into storage reservoir. The ques 
tion of distribution in either case would be somewhat 
similar. .
“ A  suitable system of gravitation supply fromi 
Missiori Creek, iiicludmg distribution would cort 
about $39,000, all told, and would be the best ana 
cheapest in the end, provided there would be no^ser- 
ious obiections urged in takmg this water, which, I
in reserve for prospective
irrigation purpbses. * •
“ Now, so far as actual consumption^ of water is 
.concerned, there could be lit?® 
en. because, assuimng a population pf 
daily requirements would not exceed 300,000 gaUorm 
per day or say approximately 200 gallons per ininut ,
S h  ^ s l  mere bSgateUe and only a very small per- 
centage of the average flow of the stream.
“I presume that the quality of fji® water 
class but this can be ; absolutely established , by se 
S n g  samples arid having chemical analy^s. made, 
S S r t a S  at the same time the degree of hardness, 
which is also rather important, when considering^a 
probable source for general purposes in comparison 
with other sources. _ .
“This proposition would consist of foriping a .^ a l l  
dam and b W n , from which a supply m ai^cou ld  be 
taken as direct to the city as possible. The size or 
this main would have to grade f® ,suitjhe .condition 
and hydraulic gradients'to be obtained' ^ te r  ap ac 
curate survey was made, and 
to deliver into a storage reseryoir ®l®se^t® 
average supply required during each twenty-four
hours. , ■ ...
“Judging from the data obtained by my a s s is ^ L  
Mr. Smith, I assume that about 5,000 f ^ t  of IQ-inch 
aiiii 30,000 feet of 8-inch would, likely be necess^^, 
at a cost of about $22,000, laid 
This, together with the necessary distribution pi^ 
i i  the fcity. or a total of about $25,000 for pipmg .and 
trenching alone, with all other items^as g5_®JijQQ^Q 
herewith, would mean a grand total of at least $36,000.
Estimate O f Cost, System "A ” Gravitation Water 
Supply From Mission Creek
........$4,000
....... ...18,000
.:... 3,000
$25,000 
.. 2,000 
.. 4,000 
.. 4,000 
.. 3,000
5.000 lin. ft. 10-in. supply mam .......
30,000 lin: ft. 8-in. supply main
6.000 lin. ft. -6in. supply main ..........
Fire hydrants, valves and specials ....
Coffer dam .......  ........................ —......
Storage reservoir ...... ...........................
Contingencies, engineering, legal, etc.
Total .................. -.... .V --......... ;................ $36,000
“The steam pumping system from Lake  
agan, which I  w ill now proceed to describe, CQSt^  
about $24,000, would not be as economicaL a system 
because the annual charges for fuel and _attend^c^  
etc., would cost fully treble the
interest and prindipal of the extra loan of $12,000. In 
other words, the cost of fuel and attendmee ®P^" 
atirig pumping plant would be about $3»03*^  PeP ^  
munf whefeas the interert e^®” ®^®”  
capital would only be about $600. Sorthat the comr 
parison is all in favour of the gravitation scheme, 
when the annual cost to your city is considered, and 
there is therefore no difficulty in borrowmg extra 
money when an annual saving like this is P^?®P®®*’ 
and, besides all this, the system will be a better e d  
safer one,, and, in addition, by paymg part^ of the 
principal off every year, you are Practically lessening 
the burden, whereas in a pumping system the cost is 
alw'ays increasing.
“ There is one feature, howeVer, which .can be 
taken into account with reference to a  pumping sys­
tem, and that is. if you decide t() go to the expense of 
developihg water power on Mission River or B e ^  
Creek, electric current could be used to drive the 
pump instead of steam, and in this way a substantial 
saving could be made, because current could be used 
for pumping during day time and the current utilircd 
for lighting during the night. In this way the doubte 
system could be operated most economically,, as simi­
lar additional attendances would suffice.
' “The two systems, however, for operating in c<m- 
junction - with each other, would mean an expendi­
ture of about $61,000, or $64,000, as the case may be, 
a rather high figure for your city just at present,^ al- 
though I am free to admit that, as an investment of 
capital; it would .in a very few  years its way
'‘from ■ the ' revenue which would be obtaineiJ from 
users of light and water.
Front the Halifax Chronicle we talm a «ew s story 
which, we think, deserves to be noticed. It is the
stofy of a 12ryea):-old boy, Ronald. Dornadic, evident y
the son of immigrant phrdhts, who appeared tx 
Sydney, Nova Scotia, court the other day as a witness 
?orrthb Crown. Called to the stand to Pe sworn m  
the youth was first questiopedjjy Mr. 
concerning his understanding the meaning of an oath. 
The dialogue between therp was: ^
Judge: “On coming into the court what are you 
supposed to do, tell the truth or tell lies.
Youth: “The fccuth, sir.”
Judge: “Why the truth?” , x „
Youth: “This is a court and I have: to tell the
truthi^d^e. you know what this is,” passing the
Bible, - ,
Youth: “Yes sir, that s a Bible.
Judge: “What do you do when you don t tell the
truth?”
Youth: “I; commit a sin.
Judge: “What is a sin?” . , ^  , „
Youth: “ A  sin is an offence against God.
Judge: “Who is God?” v  , »
Youth: “God is the creator of Heaven and earth.
Twrelve-year-old Ronald Dornadic went on to give 
his testimony in a candid, straight-forward inanner,
S fd  S T  teft the stand Mr. Justice Carroll said to 
• him: . . '  ^ .
“I  must congratulate^ you, young 
efficient manner in which you have conducted yP^^"
self in this court, and I  must congratulate^your par­
ents for the sound Cl^ristian doctrmes they have
taught you.” , .
The congrM ations were merited. For _ this boy 
with' the foreign name had given the court and aU 
of us a lesson not merely in the sacretoesspf ^  o ^ ,  
but in truth for its own .rake, for t^® ®.®^ ® 
falsitv to it involves. Not a home in all this broad 
land but could take to heart profitably^hat was back 
of that young man’s imderstanding. ^Ex.
Estimate O f Cost. System “B” Pumping Water From  
‘ Okanagan Lake ‘
1.000 lin. ft. 8-in. pump main .....  ..... —
6.500 lin. ft. 10-in. rraerypir main ............... - .....,
5.000 lin. ft. 8-in. distributionmam ..... . ............
500 lin. ft, 10-in. intake ..;... ............................
$11,000
Fire' hydrants, yalves; and specialties .........
Storage reservoir ........... .........  ....
Power house ....... ..................-....—.......... — j’qqq
Pumping machinery ......... .
Contingencies, engineering, legal, etc. ... .........
$24,000
“The foregoing: gives you a, fairly good id®3 ®^
what would be required, in each case and *^® ®^
installation and construction, covering only the prob­
lem of water works.” : . . .
Mr. Galt’s estimate of 3,000 as the maximum^pop­
ulation to be covered no .doubt seemed, a liberal one^ 
in 1905, but he could nPt foresee that Kelowna s r a g  
of gtowth would b e , so rapid as to pass that fi^^®  
'ivithin some twenty yeairs.^ The City C®un«V ®^J2re 
showed Wise foresight and confidence in toe
of their little town Wheh they rejected Mr. Gaits
recommendations and^ decided to
tjources of Okahagan Lake instead of the linruted sup
ply available from Mission Creek, which long ere now  
would have proved inadequate in dry_sununP^» 
ing regard to the prior claims ®f *W ga t im ^ ^ d ^  m 
cold winter owing to thie fr^ering-up of tributaries.
TO  EXPECTANT DADS
It is a trying ordeal to be an expectant father.
A  Certain Dr. Myers, head of the Department «rf 
Parent Education, Cleveland College. Western Re­
serve University, has published a syndicated column 
of advice to the afflicted male member of the family.
'riio eminent (I presume he is “ eminent”) Dr. M y­
ers says: “You con scrub floors and sweep, make b «t e  
and even do the family wash.”
The good doctor should not stop there. Ho should 
tell every expectant father 'what ho really wants to 
know, ’rhe man who is suffering the torture of gath­
ering a family round him can manage somehow with 
the housework. He can scrape up a meal, straighten 
out the counterpane on the bed and sweep the occu- , 
mulatcd debris under the stove—even if he doesn’t 
wash the dishes or his socks.
But these arc relatively unimportant details. What 
he wants to know, particularly If he is a brand new  
father in prospect, is how to deport himself in the 
eyes of his friends. Should he wear a proud mien, 
suffused with paternal importance? Or should he 
adopt a humble altitude? . - ,
Again, on that great day when the only child in 
the world comes along to present new problems, how  
should an honesl-to-goodncss father act? Should he 
pace the floor nervously at home and bite his finger­
nails, or should he go out and mix with the boys and 
receive their condolences in whisky and soda?
These arc the really important questions. And  
it seems that no one has answered them in a book. . 
When you consider how many books there are for 
mother, ’tis a pity. Ml >l<
B EAU TY  PAR LO UR S FOR M EN
The Vancouver Sun has written a caustic editorial 
on the proposal that men have as much right to their 
beauty parlours as women. After reading it. I ’m not 
sure whether that great family journal favours 6r 
opposes the idea. . j
The fact remains, however, that men are in dan- 
get of becoming beauties. Plenty of them go in for 
flngerwaves, for instance, and come out of the process 
looking like a Hollywood hero. . .. „
Let’s look ahead to the day when toe r a v i s h ^  
male blonde meets the captivating and delightfully 
masculine brunette. . ..j ,
They grasp' each other by daintily manicurco
hands and gush:
“Archibald! Fancy meeting you here. W hy i r »  
been ageS"‘“ **
“Alburtus, old fellow! Why I haven’t seen you  
since my last facial.” .
They chat excitedly for a few moments.
“Which way are you heading, Archie?” asked th®
blonde. ,
“Oh, I have an appointment ■with Madame Make­
up. M y first wash after the penhahent, you know.”
“I ishoiild go along vvith you,” gushes toe blonde.
“I hear she’s marvellous at removing wrinkles. 
Really, I ’m getting to look a mess.” ^ , ,
“Dp come along, Alburtus,” invites toe b r im et^  
“ Not that your skin isn’t as sipooth as— well, t h e r ^  
not many wrinkles, not really. W e  can go. out to 
tea afterwards. Henry and Cutobert asked We 
meet them at the Adonis Tea Shoppe after my a p p o i^  
ment and I’m sure they’d be glad to have a chat witu
you.” .1 .
The blonde hesitates. ; > •
“Well, perhaps I’ll go along. . But isiit Ciitobert 
beginning to show his age? Pouches under his eyra 
— and that shade of rouge he uses ■ gives away ms
“Yes,” agrees the brunette. “And his haftds are  
so rough. He'should try rame of that new lotion ^
Madame Makeup’s. M y wife tells me that I  pm such 
a good shopper when it comes to such things. , ^ .
“Yes, my wife appreciates my advice, too. W ^  
men are* so careless in toe matter of personal dmnti- 
ness. Why should it be all on one side? W e have to 
Uve with toe beasts.”
“Quite right, Alburtus dear. But these tmiE^  
are sent to try us. Some day toe girls w ill learn the
advantages of fastidiousness.” . , ^
And the young males move off, picking their w ay  
daintily down toe street to the beauty parlour . . -
A ll joking aside; though, the male of the 
generaUy can do with a Rttle more sprucing up. O ftm  
he is a pretty raw looking individual to land a lovely  
wife. . ■  ^ ■ ; „ , , ' ' ,
NEEDED A  CH ANGE
' TWENITT 'Y E AR S  A G O . ^
Thursday, November 25, 1915
“A  cable redeived by  Mr. W : G- Benson on Tue^  
day m o S S i  atated tha? Lieut. J .  K . L: 
been injured in the left lung and was at home m 
the O ld Country. The cable, also contained toe con­
solatory news that the wound was not very serious.’
An auction nirnmage sale held pn^Sato^^^
■upmber 20th which was Dollar Day in Keloyma, re 
alized from all sources,
and raffles,-toe handsome sum of J427.90 for toe b
efit of the Kelowna General HospitaL Mr. J. C. 
Stockwell acted as auctioneer,
uted for sale included a wide variety, chickens, ducks,
geese and rabbits being much in evidence.
Fifty farmers in the Rutland district, at aj®®®t>®g 
held in the local school, .decided ®
the British Columbia Agricultural Organization Asso^
ciation, a movement along the lines of ^^® _  _
rm w ers ’ Association of Saskatchewan. Otocers 
chosen were: President, Lesli^Dilworth;_V^^^^ 
dent W . G. Schell; Secretary* W . P-Schell, Directora 
r  Monford S. T. Elliott, W. H. Flemmg, A . Clever 
and E. M u^ord. Branches of^he
also established at Glenmore, Ellison, East Kelowna, 
Benvoulin and Okanagan Mission.
■ • ;  ■'* ■
Recruits continued to join for overseas service 
undS toe new billeting ^an, toe
■Rrf>nt F  S COwneV; A . Wriggleswprth, J. IL  r e  gu 
fou G. C i T t h S l i i j  and C. G. W t a k e r  TOese an- 
iSm cn ls  raiseddhe total to thirty-five. J-*™'- 
■ a S S i was appointed to take charge of J h e  local re­
cruits, and to supervise their m^^^
Cdl.-Sergt. J.; Finch and Sergt. J. H. Chaplin as iu5> 
^sistants. (Continued on page .seven)
W e wiU call him Sandy; v _  „
“Aye,” he exclaimed to his bored Canadian irieno, 
“Scotland’s the finest place on earth.’’  ^ ^ ,
“Then what made you leave it,” a s k ^  the dis­
gusted Canuck, “since you like it so much?”
Sandy chuckled. . , . .
“A  weel, it was like this. In Scotland e v e r y b ^  
was as clever as masel’, and I couldna 
progress. But here— ” he chuckled again, ‘ here Fm  
getting’ on vera weel!”
A  TRIFLE  B A L M Y
Walking home toe other night; and. reflecting t h ^  
the younger generation^are alike: in .many disresiwc^  
I saw Scotty So-and-So marching down the. strert 
entirely in toe nude. , A  policeman prrerted him a i^  
took him to jail, and I  foimd oi^ .toat ^ p t t y  s 
the next morning was “ safety first.  ^ He told toe 
judge he was ori his way to a', strip-poker , game • • • * 
Thdt same night I met a chap who has been r u s ^  
ing a local wisp of femininity for some time. I  a s k ^  
him how he was getting on. He said he started o t  
well, telling her that he  was toee deep m love wito
her. I told him toat sounded all right ^  he
said, “she promised to put me on her wading list. • • » 
Later I had a cup of coffee with a man “ 0™ 
Victoria, who told me about the Kelownian and 
small son who were watching from-to^ gallery 
the Assembly came to order at the 
little boy asked: “W hy did toe minister p ray^ fo r^^  
thSe min, daddy?” “He didn’t.” was the reply. He
looked them over and prayed for the :
A  chap was wondering hov/ to propose without 
getting too sticky about it. Finally, ^® 
advice and popped- the question^ th»«ly^^  ^
like a nice sensible girl. Lets get married. N  * 
said the girl. “I’ni just as nice and sensible as I  
took” . Which reminds me of the young Irish­
man who was so shy toe goose pimples came out every 
time he thought of asking his girl outright to m ^ y  
hSii. l o  he asked her in a whisper one evening, 
“Julia, how would you like to be buried with m y  
jieople?”
r e v e n g e
In taking revenge a man is but even with his en­
emy but in passing iL over he is superior, for it is ^  
nrince’s part to pardon. And Solomon, -1 anv sur^  
savs: “It is the glory of a man to pass b w ^ e  o ffen^  
'That which is past is gone and irrevocable, and wise 
min have eiol^gh to do with things present and to 
come; therefore they do but trifle with themselves 
that labour in past matters,—Bacon, y
Firmness of purpose is one of the most necesrai^ 
s in e ^ n f  character and one of the bert insfemm^te 
of success. Without it, genius i^stes its efforts m a,
maze of inconsistencies.—Chestetfield.
The complete life is a coinbination of opposite
aualities, Srenuous work in the world provides v s
with food for the deepest toought;_ m solitude_ and 
miiet meditation we gather strength for aU oOT^ac- 
tivities Courage to fight must be tempered by ten- 
S i n S  “ ova! and p l«ence:to  lean^iipplem ented  
by zeal for service.— ^Arthur S. Wilshere.
\in in p gPA T . NOVKMBEn i t t b .  1«3S
Have yea found the, / 
SUHNY PACKAGE 
on your grocer’s shelf?
/  /  I
It*s a dolldona readf-to«cal cetcaL 
Mllliona af Cana^i««® have foimd 
KalloBs'B Ai ^Bbaw a eafo, clloctiva 
mtmuB of correcting common wn- 
ali|Mition—the kind couned by lack 
aC^ l^nilk” in tho menu.
Laboratory meaBurements ^ o w  
All-Bhan provides “bulk to 
aid oHmination. A i ^B ban also BOp- 
I^ Uoa trltumin B and iron.
The “bulk” In this templing co- 
real is more offoctivo than that 
found in fruits and vcgetablcB —  
becouae it roBiala digoalion bettor. 
Within tho body, it abaorba mois- 
turo, and forma a soft maas. Gently, 
tbia cleans out the intestinal waste.
Isn't tills natural food bolter than 
taking patent medicincB? Two table- 
epoonfnls of All -Bban daily are 
mually Biilficiont. Chronic cases with 
each meal. If this fails to give ro- 
lief, see your doctor.
yjnjrty Al i-Bran 08 a cereal, or 
cook into appeliring recipoa. Kob 
logg's AtivBnAN contains muchpaoro 
needed “bulk” than 
part-bran products.
In tho red-and-green 
pMkoge. Made by 
BLolIogg in London,
Ontario.
T H E  K E L O W W A  C O O R IK R  A N P  O K A W A P A W  O E C H A R P IB T
PA G E T H R E E
SLEEPING CAR
KELOWNA AND EDMONTON
C. N. K. Eliminates Need Of Changi»K 
Cars At Kamloops
For the convenience of Kc^wmi 
passengers Iruvelling east, the Cana­
dian National Railways has commenc­
ed operation this week of a through 
sleeping cur from Okanagan Vuiley 
points to Edmonton daily except Sun­
day, thus eliminating any discomforts 
caused in awaiting the main lino train 
at Kamloops.
Passengers travelling beyond Ld- 
rnonton will still book tlielr sleeping 
car space to destination. They will 
transfer from the Okanagan sleeper 
next day, however, while en route. 
The advantage to intending ti^avellcrs 
lies in tlie fact they will now be able 
to retire to their berths when they 
feel so inclined without sitting up to 
change trains at Kamloops.
There will be similar convenience 
for passengers in the opposite direction 
coming from the cast to points in the 
Okanagan. This will climmatc the 
necessity of changing cars at Kamloops 
to reach Vuiley points.
ALtBMH
|assa|
lUSON
K e e p  o n  t h e  
$ u n n y  S i d e  off L Iffo
NEW  BlLLiu>IlD PABLOUR
IS OPENED IN CITY
Equipped with new tables and rec­
reation facilities, O. K. Billiards has
Mr. Mike Reischl returned on Wed- 
nasday from a trip ‘o ‘I;! Car.tao. 
He and Mr. Shankland, of East Ke­
lowna, drove up by truck “"d  
the Cariboo highway m excellent con­
dition. They had an Interesting visit 
at one of the big cattle ranches.
* * •
Miss Marjory Bulman, of Vernon, 
spent the week-end with her mpther 
and brother at Cloverdale Ranch.
* v *
Mr. M. Hereron is staying in town, 
the guest of his son-in-law and dau^- 
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Tutt. His 
not showed the improvement that 
could be desired and we hope to soon 
have better news of him.__________ _
been opened by Bert Mussatto in the 
premises adjacent to CampbeU & Lew- ^ 
is on Bernard Avenue west. The new 
billiard parlour is a commendable ad-1 
dition to present public accommodation 
for lovers of the game.
GARAGEMEN HEAR 
THEIR PROVINCIAL 
SECRETARY
Mr. E. McMorran Hopeful Of 
Passage Of Mooted 
Legislation
Mr. Earl McMorran, Provincial Sec­
retary of the B.C. Garagemen’s Asso­
ciation, addressed a meeting of the Ke­
lowna branch on Wednesday evening 
of last week, following adjournment of 
a meeting in the Royal Anne Hotel of 
tho Retail Merchants’ Bureau of the 
Board of Trade.
Reporting on the work already ac­
complished by the Association and the 
eilorts under way. Mr. McMorran stat­
ed that the proposed Petroleum Li­
cencing Act would be in the hands of 
the government at tho next session of 
the Provincial Legislature. He was 
of the opinion that this legislation 
would bo passed. ^
This act \and the Mechanics Act. 
which they were- now working on, 
wore designed to protect the automo­
bile owner, said the speaker, and not 
to cheat the public; Ho stressed the 
fact that, in protecting the industry 
against price-cutting and wrong me­
thods, the general public was being 
served. Price-cutting was responsible 
for unfair methods, particularly in the 
repair end of the business, resulting in 
inferior workmanship for which the 
car user eventually had to pay a stiff 
price. And there was danger of his 
car being ruined.
“While the industry is still in a top­
sy-turvy state,” said Mr. McMorran, 
“it Is not so bad as it was a fe\v months 
ago. Our Association is being recog­
nized, and the fact that we are united 
will carry a considerable amount of 
weight both with the provincial auth­
orities and with local councils in pure­
ly local matters.”
HART HOUSE STRING 
QUARTET COMING
First Event Of Canadian Concert 
Association Set For January 
Twentieth
1.
xV:-!*!*I*!*!*»*.^ ^^K'****«*»*»*»***»****i»i*Jf*I*i*.I*r*^ l'
■ B i
yx*...tr.v11m m m m i m
arc in effect from December 1 to January 5. 
Here is an opportunity to combine  ^busipcw 
with pleasure while travel is economical. Tickets 
cairy return limit of three months, allow stop­
over privileses-
Why not plan a holiday now to visit your friends 
and relatives over Christmas and New year s -
Travel by Train!
Safety - Comfort -  Economy!
9
Full Particulars From Your Nearest 
Canadiaii National Ticket Asent.
V es-aa
It ’s g reat  
to  get b ack /
Here I am back asain to 
(pgden^ s Fine Cut. Times 
are better and I can afford 
to pay the little it costs 
—and it’s worth it. If 
you’re wise you will get 
back to Ogden’s, too.
**Roll ’em” in ’’Vogue”
or “Chantccler” papers
for full satisfaction.
52 Poker Hands, any numbers, now 
accepted as a complete set.
o  G D E N * S
F  I N  E  C  U  T
Y o u r  P i p e  K n o t o s  O g d e n *  s C u t  P l u g
ifiOnB. 90c $8.60
I for
'sv.'''
The annual meeting of the commun­
ity to deal with Community Hall mat­
ters was held in the Community Hall 
on Tuesday, Hov. 19th. A  gratifying 
report was received from Mr. H. Har- 
sent, Secretary-Treasurer of the Board
Following an election, the hew 
Board was defclared to consist of Mrs. 
IE. B. Powell and Mrs; W. Marshall 
(continuing members) and Messrs. W. 
Wilcox, T. Dyson and W. Thompson. 
Mr. T. Dyson was appointed Secretary- 
Treasurer of the Board, ^ d  an En­
tertainment Committee was chosen 
composed of Mrs. H. W* Daniel, Miss 
Grace Porter and Messrs. J. Blackburn 
and S- Hyson.
The hauling of gravel, from the Hall 
properly was discussed at length. It 
was decided that the general piractice; 
indulged' in by all and sundry in the 
district and somie contractors in town, 
of helping themselves to gravel would 
haVe to be curbed and that in future 
a charge of ten* cents per yard would 
be made.
The question of lining the ceiling 
of the hi^l was discussed but it was 
decided not to take definite steps un­
til more money was in hand.
*
Play has commenced in the Badminr 
ton Club, with a membership at least 
as large as any previous season. A  
match'has been arranged with Okan­
agan Mission, to be played at the Mis­
sion on Saturday, Dec. 7th.
♦ ♦ ♦
Members of the Women’s Institute 
greatly appreciated an invitation to 
participate in a demonstration of B.C. 
Products put on by the Kelowna Wo­
men’s Institute on Wednesday, Nov. 
20th, which was addressed by Mr. L. 
F. Champion, of Vancouver. After a 
very interesting talk by Mr. Champion, 
the members were asked to choose as 
a souvenir any article from the many 
B.C. products which were on display. 
The owner of a lucky number in a 
draw received gasoline refined in B.C. 
to the value of five dollars.
Members who were fortunate enough 
to bb present express themselves as 
being perfectly willing to buy B. C. 
prodticts if the samples they received 
are a good index of . their general 
quality. ,
The community will welcome the 
re-appearance of Mr. and Mrs. G. 
Fitzger^d and family, who, since the 
first w:eek of October, have been quar­
antined for scarlet fever.
Mrt. H. A. Porter, Mrs. F. ’Thprneloe 
and Mrs. C. MacKay, members of the 
East Kelowna Women’s Institute, trav­
eled by car to Peachland on Friday 
of last week to attend an Okanagan 
Cpfiference of Women’s Institutes. 
Sesrtons were held in the morning and 
aifteimoon. Peachland proved hospit­
able hostesses and all who attended ex­
pressed themselves as deeply appreci­
ative of the reception accorded them.
•  * *
Mr. and Mrs. R. Smith and Barbara 
have returned to their home on the 
Lpwer Bench after spending some 
months in town.
[le g io n  OBSERVES
TENTH BIRTHDAY
Tlic Canadian Concert Association 
announces that the first concert of the 
season will be given In Kelowna on 
January 20lh. Owing to the fact that 
other branches in llie valley hud not 
completed tlieir arrangements, the date 
is somewhat later than usual.
The artists for the opening concert 
will be the world renowned Hart 
House String Quartet, with their new 
leader. James Levey, universally rec­
ognized ns one of the foremost living 
masters of chamber music, and mom- j 
bers are assured a great treat. The 
former Icudcr, Gezu do Kresz, so well 
known to Okanagan Valley music lov­
ers, has been abroad for some time and 
it is not Icnown whether or not he will 
feturn to Canada.
Fortunately, after a seemingly im­
possible quest, tho Quartet secured Mr. 
Levey to ' lake the place of Mr. de 
Kresz. The response of the musical 
world to the press announcement of 
Mr. Levey’s acceptance of the Hart 
House invitation has been a demand 
for thousands of dollars worth of 
bookings from coast to coast in Canada 
and the United States.
Several well-known string quar­
tettes have endeavoured to secure Mr. 
Lovey as their leader, but in. each case 
he refused because theif particular 
quality or their style of playing did 
not appeal to him. He declined dr- 
chestral offers as well, including a po­
sition as Toscanini’s assistant concert 
master in the Now York Philharmonic 
Symphony. . It is, therefore, a bigh 
compliment to the Canadian ensemble 
that, with almost the whole string 
world open to him, Mr. Levey should 
have chosen to unite himself with the 
Hart House Quartet. For twelve years 
he was leader of the London String 
Quartet which enjoyed triumphant 
successes throughout Europe and both 
Americas. '
Members of the Concert Association 
will be interested to learn that Nancy 
Reed, the young Canadian pianist who 
appeared here last season under the 
auspices of the Association, is scoring 
marvellous successes in Great Britain, 
playing with the British Broadcasting 
Symphony Orchestra and orchestras 
at Birmingham, Bournemouth and 
Folkestone. Her recitals in London, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow and Liverpool. 
have evoked the highest praise from 
CFif ics*
John Goss, the English baritone who 
also appeared here last season with his 
unusual and delightful progranimes, is 
touring the New England States at 
present with the London Singers with 
much success, and after their recital 
in New York they will conie to Can­
ada to make five appearances for the 
Concert Association.
Further particulars regarding the 
concerts here will be announced later.
RUTIAND
'I'lie ladies of the Women’s Mission­
ary Society of the United Cliurch will 
hold a "'rimnk Offering” mooting in 
the church on Tuesday -next. Dec. 3rd. 
at 3 p.m. Members of tho Mission Cir­
cle will be in attendance and will pre­
sent a little play entitled “'rhe 'renth 
Birthday.” All ladies arc cordially in­
vited to be present.
NMORE
Miss Betty Snowsell arrived on Fri­
day last, to be present at the wedding 
of her brother, Mr. Jack Snowsell, 
which took place on Saturday.
Mrs. R. W. Corner spent last Sunday 
in Summerland, where she was soloist 
at the anniversary services in the Sum­
merland Baptist Church.
Mr. Jack Marshall arrived from Van- 
couver oh Tuesday and is visiting at 
the home of his father-in-law, Mr. W. 
J. Rankin. •  ■ •
Following the Hicks-SnowseU wed­
ding on Saturday morning, Mr. and 
Mrs. Hicks were at home to a number 
of their friends on Saturday evening
and again on Monday evening.
■ -
During the absence of Mr. W. R. 
Reed, the position of Acting Manager 
for the Irrigation District will be filled 
by Mr. V. Martin and that of Acting 
Secretary by Mr. I. Kerr.
The many fiends of Mrs. R. W. An­
drews will regret to learn that she is 
a patient in' the Kelowna General 
Hospital.
The ’’Adanacs” Club staged an en­
joyable dance for members and friends 
in Gray’s packing house on Monday 
evening, the Slolz Bros, orchestra pro­
viding the music.
m m 0
A quiet wedding was celebrated in 
the Parsonage on Thursday of lust 
week when Miss Irene Ferro, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. M. Ferro, of Solsqua, 
B.C., became the bride of Mr. John 
Andrew Johnson, youngest son of Mr. 
and Mrs. H. A. Johnson, of Armstrong, 
Rev. A. McMillan officiating. Both the 
young people are employees of the 
local shipping firm of McLean & Fitz­
patrick, and on Tuc.sr’ay evening the 
members of the sta together with 
other friends of the happy couple, 
treated them to a “Chivarec” at tho 
residence of Mis. C. L. Granger, to 
whose home the couple had been in­
veigled under false pretences. After­
wards the entire party to the number 
of forty or more adjourned to Gray’s 
packing house for dancing and re­
freshments. The popular pair were the 
recipients of many attractive and use­
ful gifts, which were wheeled into the 
building in a baby’s “pram,” by Mr. 
Harold Mclvor, who came dressed as 
a juvenile, the whole affair providing 
plenty of fun for all. Music for the 
dancing was provided by Beatrice and 
Kermit Eutin, with piano, drums and 
traps. As the party was brought to a 
close the gathering joined in singing 
“For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow” and 
other songs. During the evening, Mr. 
Don Duggan and Mr. Walter Sexsnuth 
entertained with some “close har­
mony.” Mr. and Mrs. “Jack” Johnson 
will take up their residence perman­
ently in Rutland.«i * *
Miss Peggy Bond left on Saturday 
for Vancouver, where she will com­
mence a course of training as a nurse 
at the Children’s Hospital, Haro St. 
A fareweir party Was given for Miss 
Bond at the home of Rev. and Mrs. A. 
McMillan on Wednesday by her girl 
friehds and former associates in the 
C. G. I: T.
Miss A. B. Dalziel, Miss Agnes Rae 
and Mrs. A. W. Gray attended the Wo­
men’s Institute convention at Peach-, 
land on Thursday last.
■ ■ ■ _ 0 m - i
A number of members of the local 
Institute attended the B. C. Products 
demonstration in Kelowna Wednesday, 
and others assisted at the sewing bee 
at the Kelowna Hospital.
. -
A  box social and dance was held in 
Gray’s packirig house On Wednesday 
evening under the auspices of the local 
German Social was . very
largely attended.
Mr. Peter Taylor, of the Gold Medal 
Fox Farms; left on Sattirday for his 
home in Vancouver, While resident in 
the district Pete made many friends  ^
especially in connection with the Scout 
Troop, of which brganization he acted 
as A.S.M. for most of the current year.
The Boy Scout Association dance on 
Friday evening was a very successful 
affair, between forty and fifty couples 
dancing until the early hours of the 
mornihg to the music of the Stolz Bros, 
orchestra. The affair was held in 
Gray’s packing house, arid, as had been 
custoiriary ■ with most dances held, in 
the building, a number of “Paul Jones” 
and old time square dances featured 
the programme. A.S.M, Pete Ritchie 
conducted a couple of “raffles” which
E d v/ a rd sb u rq
(ROWN BRAND
tORN SYRUP
fo o d  t h a t  H a
^  NOURISHED
MORE CANADIAN CHILDREN 
T H A N  A N Y  O T H E R  C O R N  
S Y R U P
A p ro d u c t o j  Tl»e CANADA STARCH CO., I.lmllcil
GIRLS W ANTED
TO LEARN
BEAUTY CULTURE
Provides steady cniployincnt, easy 
hours, go<id pay, as well as opportun- t 
ity for iiulepemlcncc by opening your 
own shop. ' ^
For illustrated information on hair­
dressing and beauty culture
Phone Sey. 7789 or Write
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL
303 West Hastings St., Vancouver, B. C,
a n n o u n c i n g
T h r o u g h
S L E E P I N G  C A R
K E L O W N A  T O  E D M O N T O N
Leave Kelowna S.15 p .m . Daily (Except Sunday)
Tranisler To Through Cars 
For Eflistern Canada 
Conveniently Arranged En Route 
■ ®
added to the fun of the evening and 
swelled the Association’s funds also.
The first well Baby Clinic of the sea­
son was held in the Community Hall 
on Friday 3itt®^;’hQon, Dr. Qotmar and 
District, Niirse Grindon attending. 
Quite a largeVnumber of babies were 
examined. The next clinic will be on 
Friday, Dec. 20th.
There will be a Service at St. Aidan’s 
Anglican Church on Sunday next, Dec. 
1st, at 3 p.m.. Evensong. ,
Sunday, November 24th, being “Lay­
men’s Sunday” in the United Church 
of Canada; the service at the local 
church was taken entirely by the laity. 
Mr. E. Mugford presided, and addresses 
were given ;>by Mr. Fj. L. Irwin and 
Mr. H. 6t. Latta. TIhe former spoke on 
“Responsibilities,” referring to the re­
sponsibilities of the individual to his
family, his community, his country, 
and to mankind, stressing the need of 
adjusting and training the individual 
to fill his or. her part in life. The sec-, 
ond speaker dwelt upon the need of 
social readjustment in order to make 
possible the fuller development of the 
life, Of the soul. The choir was. com- 
j)0sed ej tifely of Yrien, and the; prgan 
■was played by Kermit Eutin, while Mr. 
Frank Snowsell rendered a vocal solo.
By beating up the yolk of one egg, 
to which has been added One teaspoon­
ful of sugar and a very small amount 
of water a good subrtitute for cream 
in coffee can be made. Divide this 
amount into the cups before pouring  ^
in'the hot coffee. '
To make cut flowers keep for a long 
time, dissolve a small quantity of 
camphor, or charcoal, in the vase or 
receptacle.
11 and 1 o’clock. The veterans were 
highly pleased with the service pro­
vided and the convenient arrangements 
made by the cafe.
Aged, blended and bottled in 
Scotland. • Popular
the world over, because it is 
A L W A Y S  reliable.
3 "
This advertisement is not published ot displayed by the Liquhr Control Board or by the
Government of British Colunibia
[Enjoyable D ^ce  And Social Evening 
Held On Monday Night
1 ,
Advortisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
C*«trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
In celebration of the tenth anniver- 
I safy of the founding of the Canadian 
Legion of the British Empire Service 
League, the local branch staged an en- 
I joyable dance arid social evening in the 
[club quartCTS on Ellis Street on Mon- 
Iday night, when veterans and their 
wives numbering more than o'|e hund­
red and fifty attended. ^  .
Murtc was supplied by an orchestra 
I composed of Johnny Gross and Carl 
I Dunaway, of the; Kelownians, Bill 
Quigley and various members of the 
Legion Pipe Band who played the trap 
drums. The Pipe Band also paraded 
round the main streets several times 
during toe evening.
One of toe h i^ights of the even 
was the serving of a delicious turkey 
I supper at Chapin’s Cafe, caterers for 
*the occasion, between the hours of
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columwa.
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OR. J. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pemlori St. & I.awr«?ncK Av«. Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tliitc cciiti per word, each inurrtjkin ; inhd- 
inurn thaiKc. W  cent*. l*.ach initial and 
Kiiiup of not more than five tigurci 
counts as a word.
Black-face type, like tWa: five cents per
word; iiiuiiinnin charge, TiO cents.
E. M. CARRUTHERS 
& SON, LTD.
m o k t g a g e s  r e a l  e s t a t e
IN S U R A N C E
S P E C IA L  LO W  r a t e  FOR CASH 
One cent per word.
Minitmmi charge, twenty cents.
If phoned or charged, two cents per word.
.Minimum charge, thirty ep'ds- ,.„ii,ct forIt conH much to hook nnu collect loi 
Ihrse small udverlisenicnts as they arc worth, 
lo p lea r .Io  not ask for credit. The cash way 
is hest both for you and for us. ,
No rcsiHinsibility acccfitcd for errors in ad- 
l•rt^nemcllts received by tclc|>lionc. ___
Dr. Mathison. dentist. Willits' 
telcjdione 89.
Block,
49-tfc
J O S E P H  R O S S I  
C O N T R A C T O R  
PlaHtciing and Masonry 
Office; D. Chapman Barn
•phone 298
FOR SALE— Miscellaneous
onb u y  your old newspapers now;
sale at The Courier Office. Ten 
pounds for 25c. Useful in many
BIGGER AND BETfER than ever 
The United Church Bazunr, Thursday. 
December 5th, 2 p.in. to 10 p.rn. United 
Church Hall. Bernard Avenue. 17-1 c
m m m
The Canadian Concert Association 
llrst Concert of the season, January 
20th, by the Hart House String Quartet 
A limited number of memberships still 
available and can be obtained from 
members of the Committee or at the
OKANAGAN BOARDS 
OF TRADE TAKE 
JOINT A a iO N
(Continued from page 1)
Ilopc-I'rlnccton Hood ^
Mr. R. J. McDougall, editor of the 
Penticton Herald, was spokesman for 
the Hope-Princcton road, for comple­
tion of which project he has fought 
stoutly for several years in the col­
umns of his paper. He said there was 
no need to labour the question at any 
great length. All points in, southern 
British Columbia east and west of Pen­
ticton were intimately concerned in 
securing this direct route to the Coast, 
Kelowna and Vernon in less degree.
Steam Laundry Office, where receipts From Penticton to Vancouver by die 
cun now be exchanged for the menibcr- | Hqpe-Princeton would bo abom
ship cards.
FOR SALE—Counter sales check 
books, carbon back (blank name;,
U. GUIDI & ORSI
Contractors for 
PLASTERING, STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK
Phone 634-L 1* 0. Box 517
17-1c |220 miles, or just half the distance 
by the present route north and via the 
MEET your friends at the United Fraser River, which means of commu- 
I Church Bazaar, United Church Hall, nication naturally was used very litUc
^ ----- 0 ' ^c_ r“rtiiri«»r I U f » r n ' i r d  Avenue. Christmas gifts, after- by people in southern B.C., who tra-
cents each; ,three o . . 32 1^1^  noon tea- light suppers; honic cooking; veiled via Washington to the Coast
Office. ) __________rZrsday  December 5th, 2 to 10 p.m. There was only about thirty-live miles
„  .<xin H U N T IN G  17-lc of the road to be completed. Ho urged
FOR S A LE -- NO H U N T IN ^  » * ,  that the rest of the Okanagan support
SHOOTING  notices. r q YAL  ANNE HOTEL—Christmas Penticton in pressing for completion of
6 for 70 Dinner Menu will appear in next the work, as the greater part of the 
week’s issue of the Courier, arrange valley would find the route
OR
_____________  Protect your
property and orchards during the
ing season. . j® I " e o S  i^ L- o “ f ’ t e ri r, arra  I alle  iuld fi  t  r t  shorter
cents. Conner O ffc , 6-ttc 1 your party and moke table resorvaUons | than the
as early as possible.
T O  R E N T
V E R N O N  G R A N IT E  AMD  
M AR BLE  CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Coiurac- 
tors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Worx. 
Designs and Prices may be pbt^ned 
from Kelowna Furniture Co., 
Local Agents.
FOR R E N T — Lovely lakcshorc home.
$30.00 per month. Lease obtainabm. 
McTavish & Whillis, Ltd.
CARD OF THANKS
17-lc 1 tion of which had not been opposed by 
the southern portion of the province, 
nor had objection been taken to its 
maintenance. One of the benefits to 
be derived from tho Hope-Princeton
FUMERTON’S
W eek-End Bargains
F O R  W O M E N
f o r  r e n t —Three-room house 
I. Pioli, Coronation Avenue
The Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade would be diversion to an all-B.C
17’-2c I wish to return their sincere  ^thanks to | qj traffic which now went
* _„iv who so kindly donated refreshments tbrough Washington. In conclusion, 
• I ncaicfr»H in finV IVflV Q,t 1110 Brig" I  ^ r»
17-2p
DAY’S FUNERAL 
SERVICE
KERR BLOCK
Phone 204 -  P.O.Box 765
STO R E for rent, August 15th, corner 
Pendozi and Lawrence. • Apply. OJ- 
Shepherd. , __________ _
H E L P  W A N T E D
WANTED—Ambitious, reliable man, I 
25 to 40, who is interested in perman­
ent work with a good income, to sup­
ply satisfied customers in nearby loc­
ality with famous Watkins household 
and farm products. Write The J. R.|
and assisted i  a y way a  the i -1 moved a resofution, in the name of 
ade’Ef twentieth annual Ball. Boards of the Okanagan, urging
Any one whose dishes have not been ^ „ j^ e^ Dominion and Provincial
returned will kindly phone Chas. De- (joyemments the need of early com- 
Mara, Secretary, phone 156. pletion of the Hope-Princeton section
Foodstuffs left over were donated to L  ^  Southern Transprovincial High 
the Salvation Army, Hospital and needy |
relief cases.
BENVOULIN
LADIES’ FURRED COATS, 
$10.89
Trimly tailored Coats that arc outstanding value. 
Smart new fur collars, warmly interlined for extra 
warmth; choice of navy, brown or d»-| ^  O Q  
black; sizes to 40. SPECIAL at ...... <D l.V .O t/
U D IE S ’ WOOL DRESSES, $3“
Every one a distinctive style. New Fall shades of 
brown, wine, blue and black. Q Q
SPECIAL .............  ......................  -
C H IL D R E N ’S S N O W  S U IT S , $4.25
Three piece styles, 2 to 6 years. Cosy wool Jackets 
and Pullovers with helmet to match. O K
SPECIAL.............................................
BOYS' ENGLISH MELTON AND ALL WOOL 
FRIEZE JACKETS, bi-Bwing models with full zip­
per front; sizes 26 to 32. $2.95 and $3.95
LADIES’ AND MISSES’ 
SPORT COATS
Button or zipper front Blanket Coats for sports 
wear. Colours: red, blue, green and navy; sizes 
10 to 20. “See these in our (gO  Q | - and (gO  J Q  
windows.” SPECIAL at
L A D IE S ’ A N D  M IS S E S ’ S A M P L E  
S C A R V E S
These are scarves you’ll not find again for the 
price. Ascots and other styles. Put one or two away
SL“ r 39c, 49c, 59c, 79c
ANOTHER BIG DAY IN THE 
MILUNERY
A Hat Event that is “Tops” for value. Every hat 
is in fine wool felt; colours are new and Q O ^  
popular. SPECIAL, each...........................
H A V E  Y O U R
STEERING GEAR
A N D
BRAKES
C H E C K E D  B Y
LADD GARAGE
Steering and Brake Specialists 
Phone 252 K E L O W N A
B. C.
MEN WANTED for Rawleigh routes ini 
S. Central B.C. Province. Write to-1 
day. Rawleigh Co., Dept. WG-141-SB- 
K, Winnipeg, Can.
W A N T E D —Miscellaneous
14-4C
T O B R i m i M
17-lc I ]\/[]»_ Ivor Newman, of Kelowna, se­
conded. .
Mr. P. Capozzi urged the claims of 
the kelowna-Naramata road to con 
sideration.
Mr, J. W, Hogg, of Penticton, ad- 
Miss Gladys Bianco left on Saturday 1 vacated that pressure be brought to
------------  r ---------- I morning by the McCulloch stage for U,ear for extension of the hours of the
Watkins Company, 1350 Hornoy atreei  ^ where she has secured a po- Kelowna-Westbank ferry service and 
Vancouver, , ' ■ ^"^Isition, removal of ferry charges. There was
* * » a strong danger of a new highway in 
A nice little house has been erected Washington from Bellingham to the
on the corner of Mr. Frank Bouvette’s interior being completed before the 
property for his son and family from j nope-Princeton road and causing fur 
Kelowna. 1 ther diversion of traffic through Am-
* * * erican territory.
A hot chicken supper was held in the Mr. T. G. Norris, K.C., said it was un
_______  home of Mr. and Mrs. Fisher on Thurs- fortunate that an idea was prevalent
WILL PAY $1.00 share nett cash for Ljgy night, under the auspices  ^of the Uhaf to press for one piece of road 
1000 shares “Highland Lass.” Apply, w.A. The turnout was disappointing, might impede the success of another. 
No' 133 Kelowna Courier. 17-lc Uj^t those there enjoyed an excellent He did not think J;his was warranted.
supper. A short musical programme He thought the request for completion 
followed, consisting of guitar selec- Ljf the Hope-Princeton road was rea- 
tions by Mr. Parfitt and Bob, a piano sonable, just as reasonable as the re­
duet by Mrs. Gladys Reid and Mrs. quest for completion of the Kelowna- 
Wilbur Reid and hearty community Naramata road (laughter), and he had 
singing from the song _ sheets, Miss much pleasure in supporting the Pen 
Mildred Lloyd-Jones playing the piano, ticton resolution.
Although: from a financial viewpoint Mr. F. B. Cossitt, while declaring 
it was hardly a success, still the even- Ujimself very much in favour of the 
ing itself was enjoyable. . programme of hard surfacing, strongly
* ♦ ♦ supported both the Hope-Princeton
The Japanese people are building a road and the Kelowna-Naramata route,
very nice school on Mr. McFarlane’s frankly characterizing the Westbank 
property About fifteen men gathered ferry as a “d-d nuisance”—an opinion 
together on Friday and Saturday and shared by many others. if jiot^so freely 
made great speed in erecting the struc- I expressed. ' There
BRING THE CHILDREN TO SEE “ SANTA” IN TOYhAND
F R ID A Y  A N D  S A T U R D A Y
W H E R E  C A S H  
B E A T S  C R E D IT F U M E R T O N ' S
W H E R E  C A S H  
B E A T S  C R E D IT
Films DBVOlopBd size 25c
** with one print from each nega­
tive. Ektria Prints, -eight -for 25c. 
The Saskatchewan Photo Supply 
269 Second Ave. S., Saskatoom
48-2ot
TENDERS
Tenders will be received by the un­
dersigned, up to noon, December 10th,
should be direct 
between all parts of the
.first day of July, 1936. 
ahv tender not necessarily accepted.
' N. D. McTAVISH,
, Secretary,
Kelowna Board of School Trustees. 
Nov. I8th, 1935,
CORPORATION OF. THE DISTRICT 
OF GLENMORE
This school is being built for the 1 connection 
36 of teaching the Japanese chil- 
their own language. Mr. and 
X.XXO. Fugi. who have formerly con-  ^ i
The lowest or I ducted the lessons in their home, wdl [ through the United_Stete^
1935,.for supplying 100 co r^  lour loot JigXhin'g the Japanese chil. I Okanagan without a lerry and there
r m i u 5 T n d ' t ' i \ f d e » S T u -  «
S  T a e  t o o ^ n  Schools belore^the hto^ ^^ ^^  ^ ho have
ON ONE OF THESE
SPE C IA L  C H R IS T M A S  
E X C U R S IO N S
from Halifax
Dtc. 8 — ^^ALAUNIA’'
to Plymouth, HatTre,'London
Dec. 8 — «LACONIA”
to  Galtray, Glasha w. Liverpool
Dec. 15 — «ASCANIA"
to  Plymouth, Havre, London
Choose this famous Christmas 
Route to Europe. Thoughtful 
service, excellent food, com­
fortable accommodation, spe­
cial attention paid to women 
and children; recreation and 
entertainment for all. .
LOW OCEAN RATES IN ALL 
CLASSES
.\pnly to your local a||ent (no one can 
ct serve you better) Of fo
COURT OF REVISION
a c * T t  . ^ h „ f  it
o n language. r. and should also be direct connection with 
for erly con- the Coast without having to travel
«  wxvs __________„..eir homc, will through thc United Statcs. He pledged
now reside in the new building and his whole-hearted support to the reso-
carry on the school "Work. lution. _ . , ,
^ ♦ » e The Penticton resolution was then
A  good congregation turned out on submitted to vote and carried nnani. 
Sunday for the service presented by ™ously. .
the la ^ e n  of the church. Mr. A. Highway Commission
Stuart, assisted by Mr. A. Millar and Mr. G. A. B. Macdonald recalled that 
Col. W. H. Moodie, took charge of the at the February gathering the Pentic: 
service. The anthem, “Son of My fon delegation had brought forward a 
Sbiil,’’ was well’*renderedt‘by a male 4 resolution in' favour o f ‘the ostablish- 
choir. Mrs. Dilworth kindly presided at L^^nt of a Highway Comntiission which 
the organ. This is the first time that had been laid over for further consid- 
“Laymen’s Sunday” has been observed eration. Since then a brief in support 
Benvoulin church and, as it of 'the proposal had been sent out by 
■ ■ ■ ’ ’ ” the Penticton Board to all other Boards
Voters’ List will sit in the Board Boo^  
Irrigation Building, Glenmore, at 2.30 
p.m., on
DECEMBER 10th, 1935.
R, W. CORNER, Clerk. 
R.R. No. 1, Kelowna, B, C 
November 13th, 1935,
The wedding of Miss Frances Mar­
tin to Mr. Albert Daniel took place on 
Thursday morning in the Roman Cath-
of Trade in the province, and it had 
been thought advisable to bring the 
resolution before the present meeting 
in order to obtain a decision. It fav­
oured' the establishment of a non-p.o
CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF 
KELOWNA
VOTERS’ LIST, 1936
16-3C was held in the Orange Hall for them 
and their friends. The happy couple 
will reside at Okanagan Mission.
♦ * ♦
A  shower was held for Miss Frances 
Martin at the home of Mrs. Louis Ca- 
sorso on Wednesday night, Nov. 13th,
^  0  0.>y
T . . ■ ATL'ANTI.C .'L'l NE
kiM i: T, E D
517 Granville St. ( Seymour 3648) Vancouver
McTAVISH & WHILLIS
LIM ITED
S T E A M S H IP  A G E N T S  
Phone 217 - Kelowna, B . C.
Notice is hereby given that a Court 
of Revision will be held on Tuesday, 
December 10th, 1935, at ten o’clock in 
the forenoon, at the Council Chamber, 
Kelowna, B: C., for the purpose of 
hearing and determining any applica­
tion to strike out the name of any per­
son which has been improperly placed 
upon, the Municipal Voters’ List, 1936, 
or to place on such list the name of any 
person improperly omitted from same.
. G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B. C., City Clerk.
November 20th, 1935. 16-3c
APPLE INDUSTRY 
SUBJECT OF FILM
Representative Of G.P.O. Films, Lon­
don, England May Visit Valley
SHOWING OF PICTURES
OF CERTAIN DISEASES
FIRST WHITE CHILD
BORN IN VERNON
Exhibition To Be Held For Informative 
Purposes
Distinction Is Claimed For Mrs. Leon 
Lcqul>ne
' VERNON, Nov. 26. — Who was the 
first white child born-in Vernon?
A story in The Vernon News last 
August stated that Alex D. Munro, 
now a resident of Spokane, was Ver­
non’s first white child.
An exhibition of pictures showing 
I symptoms, of what are referred to as 
“secret diseases’* will be held under the 
auspibes of the Kelowna Health Centre 
in Knox, Hall, Richter Street, on Sat­
urday, November. 30th, Thursday, De­
cember 5th, and Saturday, December 
7th; from 1 to 4 p.m.
'The exhibitions, all pictures in which 
will show the results of infection on
According to Mrs. D. W. Wilson, of the face only, will “be given to provide 
Rossland. who was visiting, here last .an opportunity ^or every one to op 
week, the first white child born in tain information about these diseases, 
Vernon waS her sister, Mrs. Leon Le-rwhich. Dr. Ootthar, City and District 
quime formerly -of Kelowna. Mrs. Medical Health Officer,,states are pre- 
Wilson; who was also born here, told valent all over the valley. Dr. Oot- 
The News that her sister, a daughter mar feels that a wide-spread knowlj 
of the late Louis Christien, was born edge of the various ways m which 
where this city now stands, 61 years these diseases can be contracted will 
ago. exactly ten years before Mr. help to conquer them.
Munro. I Children under High School age will
The late Mr. Christien was one of | not be allowed in the I^Udmg unless 
the first to settle in this valley.
olic church and in the evening a dance litical Commission, to which would be
------ - ■ ' handed over the Government appropri­
ations for highway construction and 
revenue derived from the gasoline tax. 
It suggested that the personnel of the 
Commission consist of one member ap­
pointed by the Government, one mem­
ber chosen by the Association of Pro­
fessional Engineers and an economist 
selected by the University of British 
Columbia, but the details were not so 
important; it was desired merely that 
the principle of a Highway Commis 
sion be endorsed.
Mr. Cossitt expressed himself as op­
posed to inclusion in the resolution of 
any suggestion to the Government as 
to the appointments to be made, which 
was a mistake; it should not go further 
than favour the appointment of a Com 
mission.
The matter of endorsing the appoint­
ment of a Highway Commission was 
then put to the meeting and was ap 
proved.
Kelowna-Naramata Road
A resolution, with the names of 
Messrs. Cossitt and Norris appended as 
mover and seconder, was next laid be­
fore the meeting, asking for early 
completion of the Kelowna-Naramata 
road as an urgent and necessary piece 
of public work and an indispensable 
link in the chain of communication 
throughout the Okanagan Valley.
Mr. Cossitt thought that something 
had been put over on him in placing 
his name to the resolution, but, never­
theless, he was heartily in favour of it
Mr. Peters thought that the resolu­
tion asked too much and that to press 
it would kill the effect of those pre­
ceding it.
Mr. Norris made a spirited reply, 
denying that completion of the road 
would have any adverse effect on the 
hard surfacing so particularly desired
accompanied by their parents.
VERNON, Nov. 28.-r-If plans at pre­
sent contemplated by Miss Evelyn 
Spice, of the General Post Office Films, 
London, England, mature, the apple in­
dustry d^ the Okanagan will probably 
be the subject of a film this fall.
Miss Spice, who is a cousin of D. W. 
Spice, of this district, in company with 
a friend last winter visited, her old 
home in Yorkton, Sask., and there 
made a documentary motion picture 
entitled “Prairie Winter,” which has 
had a very favourable reception among 
critics in the Old Country.
Considerable motion picture work 
has been done by Miss Spice and she 
has recently directed a section of a film 
entitled “B.B.C.: The Voice of Britain.” 
This picture, made by the General Post 
Office Film, in co-operation with the 
British Broadcasting Corporation, made 
its appearance in London last July and 
was termed a brilliant production, and 
it shows an account of one day in the 
life of this great broadcasting concern. 
The prime object of iMss Spice’s film
“Prairie Winter,” is to show Britishers 
in the most favourable light a true con-j Vernon or completion of the Hope- 
ception of life in Western Canada. | Princeton highway, so ardently wished
communication. . ^
Mayor Trench pointed out that, at 
the recent convention of the Union of 
B.C. Municipalities, it had been urged 
strongly that the Dominion Govern­
ment take over all relief projects in­
volving work that could be carried on 
all winter. 'The Kelowna-Naramata 
road came under that category.
Mx. R. Lyon, of Penticton, wished to 
disabuse the minds of those present of 
any impression that Penticton was op­
posed to the Kelowna-Naramata road. 
He recalled that in 1929 he had attend­
ed a convention at North Vancouver, to 
which he had been sent with instruc­
tions to support the proposal. Kelowna 
was not represented' at the conven­
tion. Personally;'he still favoured the
road, ........................
Mr. T. F. McWilliams said that ad­
mittedly the grfeatest need was hard 
surfacing, and the Government had 
embarked upon an ambitious pro­
gramme,- a vital link of which was the 
section from Kelowna to Naramata, 
which was of greater importance to all 
parts of the Okanagan than any other 
road. ■; :
President Chapman recalled that 
years ago a survey was made: of the 
route which gave prohibitive figures as 
to its cost, and he would ask Mr. B ^ -  
ton to make a statement,, based,on i;e-. 
cent examination of a revised route.'
Mr. Barton said that the estimate of 
cost, according to the Whitaker survey, 
ran from $500,000 to $600,000, but it 
was imderstooti that the engineer had 
been told to keep closely to the lake 
shorb, which involved very heavy rock 
work. Investigations by Kelowna peo­
ple had.shown a feasible route higher 
up than the Whitaker survey. The 
new route would eliminate much of 
the h ea^  rock work and would re­
duce the cost to approximately $150,- 
OOO. The facts ascei^inedJ had been 
laid before Hon. F. ,M. MaiPherson, 
Minister of Public: Works, upon the 
okasion of his last visit to Kelbwna 
and he had been so much'impressed 
that he had instructed Mr. p. P. Rob­
erts, District Engineer, to investigate 
the new route. Accompanied by rnem- 
bers' of the Kelowna Board, Mr. Rob­
erts had traversed the route, which was 
exariiiri'ed both along,;the lake front.by 
boat and along its actual course. The 
inspection revealed that from,the end 
of the existing road at Goldsmith’s 
about one and one-half miles of quite 
easy construction would take the road 
to what was known as the “Canyon,” 
a remarkable natural .phenomenon 
with a perfectly flat floor for four or 
five miles, requiring only the? taking 
out of a few small trees and grading, 
then came oiie and one-:half miles of 
hillside construction with comparative­
ly little rock and another mile and a 
half of rocky work. Instead of seven 
miles of heaYy, rock Work according to 
the Whitaker survey, the relocation 
would reduce such work to about a 
mile and a half. The total distarree 
between the ends of existing roads 
was only about ten and one-half miles.
Mr. Sam Miller made a telling point 
by comparing the Westbank ferry to 
a gate across a main highway which 
was closed for the greater part of the 
day. He had spent many weary hours 
waiting for the ferry and it was a con­
stant nuisance and bother to those such 
as himself who had to travel a great 
deal by car. He had been over the 
new route of the Kelowna-Naramata 
road and through the Canyon, and he 
was satisfied that the cost would be 
only a fraction of the estimate of the 
Whitaker survey.
Mr. R. J. McDougall assured the 
meeting that Penticton was not oppos­
ed to the road. The Penticton view 
simply was that there were other
T H R E E  B E D R O O M  B U N G A L O W
This house is built on a full concrete foundation and has a
full size dry basement.
L iv in g  room, dining room, kitchen, bathroom and three 
bedrooms. Screened-in front and back porches.
G O O D  L O C A T IO N
Price $1,500 for cash 
or $1,600 on terms.
McTAVISH &  WHILLIS,
R E A L  E S T A T E
UNITED
IN SU R A N C E
S T O R M
Let us quote you on Storm Windows for your House or Porch. 'They 
are.justified through the saving of fuel, besides making your home 
much more comfortable to live in. UVe can also supply you with-
HEAVY DRY SLABS BOX CUTTINGSSCREENED SAWDUST
ALL KINDS OF LUMBER MILLWORK
S. M. SIMPSON, LIMITED
P.O. Bos 452 Phones 312 and 313
3 Ixiitcr bv Penticton. He could not understand
Mr. Spice is in receipt ..a  Vernon saying that the Ke- ----- -----  _ r,rAc»nt Tt
from his cousin statiqg that she intends lo^na-Naramata road was not of sii- things
coming here on a vis t^ and during.that preme importance to Vernon; it ” °*J ’^ SIrt?^uLS
time the film will be produced. ?art and parcel of the mam means®f road was particularly Renucion s o
jective. It also concerned all southern 
British Columbia, which desired a di­
rect all-Canadian route to the Coast, 
and the matter should not be placed oh 
.all fours with merely a local highway 
between Kelowna and Penticton. He 
also had been over the Kelowna-Nara- 
mata route, but it appeared to him to 
be an expensive proposition. He sug­
gested that the Boards should first ask 
the Government to do those things 
that were vital and then those that 
were not so vital, and that in the. 
nieantime an ■ exact estimate of. the 
cost of the Kelowna-Naramata road 
be obtained by the Government,
Returning to the charge, Mr. Sam 
Miller reiterated that the road was 
very necessary. Traffic would not wait 
nowadays for gates or ferries but 
would go through, if not on the east 
side of the lake, then on the west side. 
Should that come about, Vernon would 
b0 missed altogether by most of the 
tirafhc*
Mr. Cossitt said that, when the hard 
surfacing was done, it should be_ on 
one complete link of communication 
along the east side.
Mr. J B. Spurrier said the nature of 
his business brought him much in 
touch with tourists, most of whom said 
that they did not worry about the 
roads not being first-class but asked 
why on earth travel by a route that 
needs a ferry. _
Mr W. A. C. Bennett drew attention 
to the Big Bend Highway, which was 
being pushed to completion's part of 
the Trans-Canada system. The people 
of the Okanagan would want to be in 
a position to draw people^from that 
route, when completed. With an ^aji- 
side road, they could 
Vernon, Kelowna and Penticton and 
travel by the Hope road to the Coast. 
He considered that the Kelo^a-Nara- 
mata link was a matter that vitally 
concerned the whole Okanagan. ^
Mr. J. Burt, of Penticton, asked, if 
unable to get an eastside road, why not
agitate for a continuous arid free ferry 
service.
In reply, Mr. W. E. Adams said the 
ferry was quite inadequate to handle 
the present feaffic. Trucks Were now 
so large and loads so heavy that the 
craft was becoming obsolete, and 
lengthy delays were entailed at times 
wheri it could not accommodate all the 
vehicles waiting to cross. He regarded 
an eastside road as much more im­
portant than the Hope-Princeton high­
way, as there was a way at present of 
reaching the Coast without crossing the 
border, but there was no direct com­
munication between the valley com­
munities. At meetings he had attend­
ed, Penticton had always opposed the 
kelowna-Naramata road and so had 
Vernon, but he believed that Vernon 
had got converted,
Mr. G. A. B. Macdonald denied that 
Penticton had opposed the Kelowna- 
Narsfihata road, and claimed that his 
tbwn favoured its eventual construc­
tion. Meantime, he supported the sug­
gestion that the Government be re­
quested to make an accurate survey 
and estimate of its cost and to place 
the ferry on a free basis.
There being no further discussion, 
the resolution was put and was carried 
without any visible opposition,  ^ al­
though the' Penticton representatives 
were not observed to vote either way.
Inter-City Mail Service
Mr. Barton, introducting the need of 
mbre expeditious mail service between 
the north and soiith ends of the Okan­
agan, said that Penticton had suggest­
ed bringing pressure to bear to elimi­
nate the delay to north-bound mail 
caused by the lay-over at Kelowna for 
the C.PJ1. train. The Kelowna Board 
had endorsed the proposal, and it was 
understood that Vernon was also sup­
porting it.
A resolution requesting improvement 
of the service and elimination of the
(Continued on Page 5)
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G O R D O N ’ S
G R O C E R Y
Annually, at this season of the 
year, the Hudsons Bay Company 
oiler some outstanding novelty txd  ^
vertlsing feature In conjunction with 
Fort Garry Tea. This year they have 
three exceptional values.
One pound Fort Gurry Tea and a 
beautiful Fort Garry Earthenwan; 
Teapot; Jj*-! Q Q
both for only t J 7 X » W
A  beautifully and artistically dccor- 
ated china biscuit jar, containn^ 
one pound of Fort Garry d»-| A  A
' Tea for only .....   « 1 7 X # W
' Genuine Satsuma Vases, each con­
taining one pound of (P'1 K A
Fort Garry Tea; each ....  t P X . t r v
These make most acceptable and 
useful Christmas presents,
CANDY
W e have one of the largest stocks of 
confectionery in town, well display­
ed and protected from dust and 
handling.
' Grocer’s Mixed;
; per lb , ............... ...................
Old Fashioned Chocolates;
per lb . ...... .............................
Mixed Fruit Jellies;
' per lb. ...................................
Assorted Creams;
per lb ............................. .......
Assorted Fruit Drops; 
per lb ................ ..... .....  .....
Four-in-One Mixture;
per lb..... ...........................—•
• Scotch Mints;
per lb. ........................... ......
Creme de Merithe Mints;
per lb ................ ..............
Flag Toffee;
per lb, .........-............. ..........
' Assorted Satins;
per lb, ............. -  ................
Peppermint Bulls Eyes;
per lb .:...................... ...........
' Christmas Mixed; 
per lb. ..............................
20c
30c
35c
30c
35c
35c
30c
40c
30c
50c
35c
25c
MARRIAGE
I'
C A N D Y  SPECIAL  
Friday and Saturday, Noy. 29-30 
Fry’s M ilk Chocolate 20c
Buds; per lb.
BOXED CHOCOLATES
-Ganong’s Famous C h o c o l ^ ^ ^ l ^  
.gift of gladness”—
;l lb. boxes 60c, 75c,
"Take a box home Saturday mght.
WEEK-END SPECIAL
NOV. ?29th and 30th 
2 in 1 Floor W ax;
1-lb. tins, each . . :
Johnson’s Floor W ax ;
l^lb. tins; each ...........
Beglin, Old English;
1-lb. tins, each ............
28c 
59c 
59 c
* - CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
O f English manufacture, are now in 
■ stock ’Tiiey are good value this year 
, at 25Ci 40c, 50c, 60c, 75c, g l .00 and up
SHELLEli NUTS 
Walnuts, light pieces; 
per lb.........
Almonds, large Valencias;
. per lb. ....
Almonds, large Jordans;
per lb............... -....... ...■■■■■■■■ ■
Brazils, medium;
per lb............ ..............
Pecans;
per lb. .r... ........ ... . . ....
Blanched Almonds; 
per l b . ... ..........
CALIFORNIA DATES
' Great big juicy dates with small pits, 
for dessert or filling with 0|||a
30c 
45c 
70c 
45c 
$1.00 
75c
fondant; per lb.
VEG ETABLE  COLOURINGS
For colouring cakes, icings and can-
. dy. Red, green and yellow; 25c
per bottle
S A f < £ R S
f CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATE ICING
Baker’s, i insweetened;
1 /2  lb. cakes; each 
Baker’s Dot Chocolate,
sweet; lb. cake, each ......
Fry’s unsweetened; 
y  lb. cakes, each .....
SnowBclI— Illchs
llie  v/edding took jdace in Glemnore 
United Churcii on .Saturday, Nov. 2.1rd, 
at 12.30 noon, of Heba Winnifred. 
y»)i.n('er duugiiler of Mr. and Mrs. W. 
It. Hicks, of Glemnore and formerly of 
Belfast. Ireland, to Mr. Jack Snowsell, 
second son of Mr. and Mrs. E. Snow- 
ell. akso of Glemnore. Rev. A. Mc­
Millan. of Rutland, ofllciated at the 
ceremony, which took place in front of 
a Gothic arch of greenery with touches 
of yellow and mauve, these colours 
accenting tho.se cho.sen’ by the brides  
attendant, Mrs. H awy Hubbard.
’I’he bride wore a gown of sweet sim­
plicity, fashioned of white satin with 
in.sets In yoke and cuff.s of heavy h'cc- 
A long tulle veil embroidered in slut 
was fastemed to her head with a band­
eau of orange blo.ssorns, and she car­
ried a bouquet of white carnations and 
maidenhair fern.
As matron of honour, Mrs. Hairy  
Hubbard wore a dress of golden yel 
low lace, made with a peplum and 
worn with a deep belt of silver tissue 
Her hat was of soft felt in matching 
shade, her .shoes of silver and her 
bouquet was a sheaf of mauve chry- 
santhemiims. She akso wore a brilliant- 
bracelet and earrings to match, 
the gift of the bridegroom.
The groom was supported by his 
brother. Mr. James Snowsell. as best 
man. and the ushers were Mr. B ^ r y  
Hubbard and Mr. Frank Snowsell. The 
nuptial music was rendered by Mrs. 
G. H. Moubray at the piano and during 
the signing of the register Mrs. R. W  
Corner sang “Because.”
After the ceremony the wedding 
party and guests proceeded to the resi­
dence of the bride’s parents, where the 
guests were received by Mrs. Hicks, 
mother of the bride, wearing sapphire 
blue velvet, Miss Hicks, aunt of the 
bride, in wine coloured velvet, jmc. 
Mrs. Snowsell, mother of the bride­
groom, wearing dark green Canton 
crepe. The table in the dining-room  
was centred with a crystal bcw l on 
mirror base, holding mauve and P^ J^ k 
blossoms from which trailed quantities 
of smilax, and over which was sus­
pended a white wedding bell and bil­
lowy streamers of tulle in white, 
mauve and pink. 'The toast to the 
bride, proposed by Mr. R. W . Corner 
was fittingly responded to by the 
bridegroom.
After the cutting of the weddmg 
cake the bride donned her travelling 
suit of brown Harris tweed, with which 
she wore a blouse of brown and white 
checked taffeta and a smart rust-col­
oured hat with jauntily placed brown 
quill as trimming.
The
O R E > O N * S
R O C E R Y
Phones 30 and 31
KELOWNA, B. C. 
BUSINESS IS SERVICE
LOCAL & PERSONAL
Mr. Ben Hoy, Di.strict Horticulturist, 
made a trip to Osoyoos this week.
Mr. J. L. Jenkins, of Vancouver, is u
guest of the Royal Anne Hotel.
Mr. James Nash returned on Sunday 
from a bu.siness trip to Toronto.
Mr. C. J. Clarke. Distriet Manager. 
Home Oil Distributors. Vernon, was a 
visitor to the city yesterday.
Seventy-nine ears of mixed fruit and 
vegetables were shipped out of Kel­
owna last week.
Mrs. A. K. Loyd left last week for the 
Coast, where she will spend the winter 
months.
Mr. O. P. Roberts, Road Superintend 
ent, Vernon, is registered at the Royal 
Anne Hotel.
Mr. G. H. Swain, of Vancouver, is a 
visitor to the city, a guest of the Royal 
Anno Hotel.
REMOVAL OF 
POTATO DUTY 
WILL HURT B.C
OKANAGAN BOARDS 
OF TRADE TAKE 
JOINT ACTION
Free Imports In Year O f Surplus 
W ou ld  W ork  Havoc W ith  
B.C. Producers
delay at Kelowna went through witli
Mr. J. H. Constantine, of Vancouver, 
is in the city, a guest of the Royal Anne 
Hotel.
Messrs. A. P. Hayes and C. R. Reid 
returnod at the week-end from a motor 
trip to the Coast.
Rev. G. Thornber and Mrs. Thorn- 
ber left 6n Friday last on a motor trip 
to California.
Mr. H. N. Stovin, of the Canadian 
Radio Commission, Regina, left this 
morning for Trail.
Among those leaving today on the 
Canadian National excursion to the 
Coast were Messrs. Peter Murdoch and 
Ian Maclaren,
Mr. J. M. Macrae, General Freight 
Agent, C.N.R., Vancouver, was a visitor 
to the city during the past week, a 
guest of the Royal Anne Hotel.
Miss J. L. McLenaghen, of the Prov­
incial Home Economics Department, 
Victoria, was in the city during the past 
week. She stayed at the Royal Anne 
Hotel.
KAM LOOI'S , Nov. 23. — A  meeting 
of Main liine growers and shipper rep­
resentatives was held in the Lelund 
Hotel on Thursday, at whieJi the new 
reciprocity pact was fully discussed.
The fact that u report in the press 
stated that potatoes were to enter 
Canada duty free caused much anxiety 
and a strong protest has been sent for­
ward through the locM m em ^r for 
the Federal House, T - . O Neill, 
against such a concession, it being gen­
erally conceded that such a measure 
would spell complete ruin for British 
Columbia potato growers in a year of 
surplus production across tho line.
It is being strenuously urged that 
the $15 per ton duty be retained, espc 
cially in view of the fact that Canadian 
potatoes are granted entry to the States 
only under a $9 to $12 per ton impost 
In spite, however, of this blow to 
the hopes of British Columbia g ro w e r  
the meeting generally endorsed the 
principle of reciprocity, while asking 
that the principle of tho imposition of 
seasonal dumping duties should be ob 
served.
The stabilization of marketing under 
government legislation was unanimous­
ly endorsed and it was urged that, in 
the event of the Natural Products Mar- 
keting Act being declared ultra vires 
by the Supreme Court of Canada, some 
other measure should be brought im­
mediately into force to give effect to 
grower control.
Those attending the meeting were 
R. B. Homersham, Rayleigh Mount, 
member of the Interior Vegetable 
Board;* Capt. G. H. Hilliard, growers 
representative, Kamloops area; Capt 
D. M. Rattray and H. Birch, both of 
Salmon Arm; George Chattaway, Ash­
croft, and C. McGillivray.
Dr. J. Wyman Pilcher, of the U.B.C., 
was the adult education lecturer in the 
Junior High Auditorium last evening, 
when she spoke on “The Development 
of Personality,”
Miss Olive Newton, special repre­
sentative for Harriet Hubbard Ayer 
beauty preparations, was at the Ke­
lowna Pharmacy Ltd. on Monday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday, when she 
L p p ^ c o u p le  left amid showers 1 gave advice on beauty problems
of confetti and good wishes by G rey-j Cowan, of Greenwood, for
hound Stage for their koneym p^, l Kelowna, was a visitor to the
which w ill be spent at points in L ity  yesterday. Mr, Cowan’s garage 
State of Washington. Upon re- disastrous fire m
turn, Mr. and Mrs. Snowsell w ill fa^e Q^genwood last Week, but it is under- 
up their residence on the Ryall stood that his loss was fairly well cov­
in North Glenmore. lered by insurance.
SECOND SON BO R N  TO I It is 'reported that George Drasching,
JAPANESE  R O YAL F A M ILY  Uvho disappeared from his home ^at
Winfield on October 24th, has been lo
A  second son was ] cated. Draschihg’s brother, a resident
of Winfield, has been notified thatTOKYO, Nov. 28.- born today to Empress Nagako.
KAM LOOPS CAT ’I?LE 
\ MEN OPTIMISTIC
George is now living at Eburne, on the 
Lower Mainland. No details regarding 
his sudden disappearance are known.
A  large crowd of officers and em-
Reciprocity Expected To Bring Better | pjoyees “of the Kelowna Growers’ Ex- 
Prices For Beef Stock change and their wives and friends
V — ------ celebrated the wind-up of the packing
KAM LOOPS, B.C., Nov. 25. —  Cattle | season at a dance in tl^
ADDITIONS TO STAFF OF
MORRISON HARD'W'ARE CO
New Employees Have Had Wide Ex 
perience In Respective Lines
Messrs, G. T. Clarke and Eric Stev­
enson, of Vancouver, have joined the 
staff of the Morrison Hardware Co.
M r Clarke, who joins the staff as 
manager of the electrical department 
has had considerable experience m the 
electrical industry, having been M er­
chandise Sales Supervisor for the B.C 
Electric for ten years.
Mr. Stevenson, who becomes a, mem 
her of the hardware division of the 
company, has had ten years experience 
in this line with the Northern Hard­
ware Coitipany, of Edmonton, anc 
Lewis & Sills, Ltd., of Vancouver.
HORSE M ORALS RUINED
B Y  EATING  FROZEN APPLES
Boyley, Hants, Quadrupeds Found 
Drunk By Fruit Farmer
Conlinucd from page 4
recent
growers here are highly optimistic ov- |on Monday evening.  ^ The ^music Yor 
er the prospects of better prices for the occasion was supplied by Bob Hay- 
beef cattle as the result of the new man and His Ambassadors, 
trade agreement with the United I •, i.^ The annual bazaar sponsored by  the
There is a possibility that this niay ladies of the United Chu^rch, which 
mean as much as $100,000 more per will be held in the Church Hall on o ^  
year coming £ to  this district. day only. Thursday. December^ 5th
Brand inspection figMjes _f_rom Jhe j
Provincial Department of Agriculture bigger and better than , , , -
show approximately 10,000 head of beef w ill be a very complete display of
articles at reasonablecattle shipped out of the Kamloops many useful
A t a conserva- prices, many of them suitable for
In addition, there will
brand inspection area. A t a conserva- prices, 
tivG GistimstG, this would nfiosu toti mil- jChnstruss ^ifts 
lion pounds of beef shipped out of this be a sale of home cooking,^ternoon  
part of the province each year and if, | tea w ill be served and light suppers
If Okanagan Valley fruit growers 
wish to keep their horses temperate 
they should keep them away from fer­
menting frozen fruit.
The following story comes from Boy- 
ley, Hants, England, V  ,
A, farmer went down to his orchard 
to catch his horses, but found them 
looking utterly bewildered, leaning a- 
gainst trees and fencing for support. 
The animals were absolutely incapable 
of movement. To be precise they were 
drunk. Rotting and fermenting fruit 
blown from the trees by a recent gale 
was the cause. An abundance of fallen 
fruit had produced sufficient alcohol to 
take effect on the horses.
as it is hoped, prices netted the pro-1will be provided, 
dticer are one cent a pound better, 
cattlemen will have $100,000 more for 
their next year’s sales.
O N L Y T W E N T Y -S E V E N
DAYS
T I L L  C H R IS T M A S
0RD.ER YOUR
Aid. A . Gibb has informed The Cour­
ier that the following statement in the 
Glenmore correspondence which ap­
peared in this issue of Nov, 21st is in­
correct, po such arrangement having 
been made with the City Council: “An  
arrangement was made with the City 
of Kelowna to respond to fire alarms 
Bernard Avenue, five residents
unaniinily.
Public Health Insurance
Mr. Peler.s. referring to the 
visit of Dr. Cassidy to the Okanagan 
n connection with the health insurance 
plan of the Provincial Government, 
said that, if this new piece of social 
legislation was brought into effect, 
British Columbia would be more than 
ever the happy hunting-ground of ho­
boes. Its cost would increase the cost 
of wages to employers by two per 
but would deduct three per cent off 
(lie income of employees. The Vernon 
Board had endorsed a brief prepared 
by the Vancouver Board, which de­
clared that any such insurance scheme 
should be federal instead of provin­
cial, and he would move that the mcel- 
: ng also accord its endorsement. ^
In seconding President Peters mo- 
i.on, Mr. G. A. B. Macdonald staled 
that the Penticton Board had already 
endorsed the stand taken by Vernon. 
The resolution carried unanimously.
Dominion Housing Loan Act 
Mr. Peters stated that the Vernon 
Board had asked that the Dominion 
Housing Loan Act be amcrided and 
made more workable. In the measure, 
the placing of loans had been put in tho 
hands of large financial concerns, 
which were not interested and the Act 
was practically a dead letter. Housing 
was one of the most important ques­
tions of the day, and the Vernon resolu­
tion, endorsement of which he asked, 
favoured loans being made from gov- 
eminent funds instead of through large 
financial houses, and based on the ad­
vice of local financial consultams.
Duly seconded, the resolution of 
dorsement went through with a rush.
There being no further matters to 
bring before the meeting, on the mo­
tion of Mr. Hogg, of Penticton, the 
Secretary was instructed to send copies 
of the resolutions that had been passed 
to the governments concerned and to 
the various Boards of Trade.
Radio Commission Director Of 
Programmes
Mr. H. Stovin, Director of Program­
mes for Western Canada, Canadian 
Radio Broadcasting Commission, 1 who  
was visiting Kelowna, was introduced 
by Mr, Barton and made a few remarks. 
He disclaimed any intention to dilate 
upon radio, about which he had been 
asked to talk in too many places. Yet, 
he might say that he was glad to hear
that listeners considered the Conums- 
sion’s programmes were improving. It 
all took time, and he wished to acknow­
ledge the valuable assistance given by  
many of the smaller stations, some of 
which the Commission could remunerr 
ate, while others they could not. He 
had been thrilled to the core to listen, 
to the discussion that had taken place 
that night and to witness cp-operation 
between the Okanagan towns on public 
questions. He had enjoyed his visit to 
the valley and to Kelowna , very much 
and would carry away with him pleas­
ant recollections.
Mr. Cossitt proposed a hearty vote of 
thanks to the Kelowna Board of Trade 
for making arrangements for a vei^ en­
joyable meeting, and the compliment 
was accorded by the visitors with ap­
plause.
After closing remarks by President 
Chapman expressing pleasure at the 
success of the gathering, the proceed­
ings came to an end with the singing 
of the National Anthem;
RECONSTRUCTION PAR T Y
TO BE M ADE PERM ANENT
Stevens Plans To Make It A  Nation- 
Wide Organization
CO-OPERATIVE TO O W N
NORTHERN CREAMERIES
Burns & Co., Ltd.; Agree To Sell Ver­
non And Enderby Plants
on
30c
30c
25c
W e have everything you require for 
Christmas Cakes and Plum Puddings 
— choice quality at moderate prices.
agreeing to place a hydrpnt in their 
midst, they to pay its cost and gi’^ . a 
yearly grant to the funds of the Fire 
Brigade.”
O TTAW A, Nov. 28.— ^Hon. H. H. Stev­
ens has announced that the Recon­
struction party will be made a perman­
ent body, James L- Acker, of Toronto, 
has been appointed to form a nation­
wide organization. A  Dominion con­
ference in the spring is planned.
EARLY
Our cakes are made of the finest, 
freshest and purest ingredients it is 
possible'to obtain, and are delicious 
and wholesome. They keep longer 
because they are so fresh and g o o i  
ALSO PUD D ING S AND  M INCE  PIES
Among his farewell presentations 
when he left Mayo, in the Yukon Ter­
ritory, where he served three years 
with the branch of the Bank of Mon­
treal at that point, Mr. Hugh J. Par- 
miter, recently transferred to the Ke- 
j lowna branch of the bank, received a 
[handsomely fitted dressing case from  
the vestry and parishioners of St. 
Mary’s ChurcH at Mayo, where he 
I served as warden and on various 
church organizations. Before coming 
to Kelowna, Mr. Parmiter «pent a holi- 
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. 
J. Parmiter, in Victoria.
OBITUARY
HEALTH-GIVING
BREAD
Order Early Phone 121
Miss Edna Adele Piercy
News on Tuesday of the death of 
Miss Edna Adele Piercy at Tranquille 
Sanatorium, to which she was admit­
ted three and a half years ago, was 
received in Kolowna with deep regret. 
Miss P i e r ^  had been a resident of 
Kelowna for seven years before going 
to Tranquille, and made many friends 
in this city.
Born in Winnipeg, Man., she came to 
Kelowna over ten years ago, and dur 
ing her seven years here resided at the 
W illow  Inn. She was a member of the 
United Church Choir and tbok an ac­
tive interest in church work.
She leaves to mourn her loss her 
father, Mr. William Piercy, in Winni- 
Phone 121 for our delivery jpeg, and one sister, Mrs. B. W . Boyd;
to calL I also . in, Winnipeg.
The Home of Everything The remains were shipped from  
Good That Is Bak^ t (Kamloops to Winnipeg for interment
LIMITED
A L L  IN  THE W A Y
Y O U  LO O K  A T  IT
VERNON, Nov. 26.—Decision to call 
an . extraordinary general meeting of 
all members at an early date for the 
purpose of passing, if seen fit, an ex­
traordinary resolution, authorizing the 
Association to acquire shares in a com­
pany to take over the ownership of. the 
creameries at Vernon and Enderby 
was reached by the
Okanagan Valley Co-operative Cream- j 
ery; Association at a meeting here on 
Friday.
These plaints are now owned by 
Burns & Co. Limited. Negotiations 
have been proceeding for some months 
between the Co-operative Association’s 
Directors and the owners. Burns &  
Co. have finally agreed to dispose ^ of 
their ownership in favour of the A s­
sociation. ^
(Contributed)
From the Vancouver Daily Province 
November 20th, 1935:
“In those days (1929) British Colum­
bians were spending well oyer $20,- 
000,000 a year on drinks, including
beer as against $14,000,000 to $15,000,- 
000 now. But, as sales , have shown a 
steady upward trend for the last eigh­
teen months, the 1929 level may be 
reached again, with consequent im­
provement • of government revenues 
during the next five years.”
From a statement- of William Ewart 
Gladstone:
“Gentlemen, I  cannot permit a ques­
tion of mere revenue to be considered 
along with morals; but give me a sober 
population, not wasting their earnings 
in strong drink, and I w ill know where 
to get my revenue.”
Mr. Joe Child, of Vernon, was a visi­
tor to the city today.-
The marriage of Mary, only daughter 
of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Vieary. 
of Peachland, to Mr. Ronald E. Irwin  
only son of Mrs. L. M. Irwin and the 
late Dr. R. J. Irwin, of North Vancou­
ver,' took place in the Government O f­
fice’ here on Saturday morning,
The many friends of Mr„ E. F . Snuth, 
who has been gravely ill in hospital
with pneumonia, w ill be pleased 
learn that his condition is now show 
ing some improvement. Mr. Fred 
Smith, a son. and Mrs. Len Clark, 
daughter, and Mr... Clark, all of Gray 
Creek, arrived in the city this week.
ou w ill en joy  your Christm as  
^ m ore if you  have given time 
and care to the selection of your 
Christm as gifts. Choose now  and  
Jerm an H u n t’s w ill take care of them  
fo r you  until the Christm as week.
M O N T H -E N D  S P E C IA L S
'I'llesc areBod Throws always a wanted Christmas gi 
1(X)% wool and come in shades (*f rose, green SL
am i gold . Price ...................................................
New  Fancy I'urkish Towels, in fancy patterns, 
easy to mai l ; each ................................................. 4 5 c
Check W oo l lied-throws in shades of green, rose,
camel, yellow and mauve. $ 4 .5 0
S IM tC IAL P R IG It, cadi
y\ Month •end .Special in Rayon Underwear. A1
w ays a popular gift. Pantic Sets in
lovely shading. Per set
8 9 c
Suediiie Panties, lace trimmed/, 
3 pairs f o r .........-.......  .................
8 9 c
N ew  Hand Bags, Hose, Gloves and lovely Under­
wear, now in stock.
A  V A R IE D .  S E L E C T IO N  O F
A T  H A L F  M A R K E D  P R IC E S  !
O D D  T O Y S
frmuFi
P H O N E  361
P a r t y
a n d  D A N C E
r o y a l  A N N E  H O T E L
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3
Dancing at 9 p.m.
In  aid of Kelowna &  District W elfare Association
M U S IC  B Y  B O B  H A Y M A N ’S A M B A S S A D O R S
Tickets: 75c each at door. Refreshments16-f
A CRIMINAL ARSENAL
FROST D AM AGE  SLIGHT
IN  OLIVER DISTRICT
Loss Is Estimated At Only Six Thou­
sand Boxes
OLIVER, B.C., Nov. 23.—Frost dam­
age caused a loss of only approximately 
6,000 boxes of apples in Oliver district, 
according to reliable estimates. Pack­
ing is finished except for the^ frosted 
fruit, which is being held until about 
the end of November. It is said to be 
in fairly" good shape, as it was pretty 
well checked over for damaged fruit
before being hauled in.
Oliver’s apple crop this year is esti­
mated to be  more than 200,000 boxes. 
Although not quite so high in quality 
as last year’s record, a large percentage 
graded Extra Fancy and Fancy.
McGEER SUSPENDS t h r e e  
VANC O UVER  OFFICIALS
City Clerk, Comptroller And Internal 
Auditor Face Charges
VANCOUVER, Nov. 28.— In still an­
other . civic administration upheaval, 
Mayor McGeer late yesterday suspend­
ed City Clerk "W. L . . Woodford, City 
Comptroller W a lter ' Wardhaugh and 
Inlernal Auditor Major Frank Stead.
Affidavits by. Wilfred A. Tucker, 
member of the civic audit staff, charge 
these officials with improperly using 
their positions to their own b en ^ t .
.
f i
\ w.
m i.
’'fpt
London Ont., detectives have discovered the largest arsenal of weapem^ 
shown^n the Pictur’e, ever f6und in the possession of criminals m Canada, with 
the arrest of two men on charges of buiglary.
TH K k K L O W W A  C O U R IK K  A H D  O K A H A Q A W
TMURSWAY. ISOVIEMBER ^ h ,  1935
PA G E SIX
I SU N D A Y  EVENING  TALK S
IN UNITEI» CHUECII
E a r l y  S h o p p i n g
_means easier shopping
B y  d o in g  y o u r  C h r is tm a s  S h o p p in g  befo>:e the
fin a l ru sh  y o u  a re  a s s u r in g  y o u rs e lf  o f  a  w id e
selection of g ifts  to choose from . M a y  w e
th at y o u  co m e  in  th e  n e x t  t im e  y o u  a re
Y o u  w ill not be asked to purchase and w e  derive a
re a l p le a su re  in  s h o w in g  o u r  stock — in  fa c t  w e  a re
v e ry  p ro u d  o f  o u r  d isp la y . ,
1 General Theme During December Will 
Be “Jesu-H Ami Ourselves"
GERMAN APPLE 
DEAL MAY IMPROVE 
BRITISH MARKET
On Sunday evenings during Decem­
ber. in the United Churcli, tlie Uev. 
1 W. W. McPherson lias arranged to give 
#\f QiinHfiv I'vti’iiinui tulks ori tlic
GASOUNE PRICE
IS ADVANCED!
Itetail Price In Kelowna I« liaised To] 
38 Cents Per Gallon
BONDS N O W !
Trade O f N.S. Fruit For 
Expected T o  Prove 
Beneficial
Coal
u series  o f Su day e en g a
general theme "Jesus and Ourselves 
lor "Some things He miglit talk to us
about." T h e  topics are as follows: I following information is
I : ? T c S r ' ’ "■ ■ " "  'T- ? -r°u [ ;  o“c ;;i/ a  xaVon. , _1 saUsfuctlon. ..Thin,/s which keep xiall, Canadian Governmemt t r u ^  when gasoline prices were reduced
December 8th. L Trade Commissioner, to Capt. L. t . I „go^ the reason given by
lus from our best. ..g^,if.^oalizution: Burrows, and is circularized by thc l ^.j companies was that the price
The price of gasoline in Kelowna has 
advanced from 30 cents per gallon to 
38 cents. The new price took eficct i 
on Saturday, following the announce- 
,rnent from Vancouver that the whole- 
sale price had been increased by I 'A
December 15th.
PIIONK 19
w n x i T S  &
“Service with a Smile”
C O ., L T D .
KELOWNA, B.C.
Useful Gifts
. ’’ I Fruit Export Board of Canada: I  ^ j,sported crude oil hud gone down,
what IS It.' Choral "The German situation /“V  The explanation of Saturday’s Increase
December 22n d . -C h i  istmas I p, Canada as the duty on y « ‘ - hg that crude prices have advanced 25
® Doc?mbc.r 20 lh .-“A  firowine pcr’' ?«o' ’ g„sol ine at PcUiclon
Ing experience. __________ I expected to be sufllcicnily j been raised to 38 cents, the same
u high to enable importers to absorb the Kelowna, but the previous price
OPERA SINGER M AKES ^  37
DEBUT ON SCREEN I „j l^ y^^ . heard that a fairly large I price at Vernon has also been
---------  . «  volume of Canadian apples may bo cx- „^yj,m.cd to 30 cents.
Nino Martini Sings In "Here’s To ported to Germany in exchange for ------------- -------------- —
”!!!!!!:• HANDLING
lan ^^J ad io 'S ad y  his!'V^ h ^ d -  ^ U l be considerably ^^^cr
some Nino Martini turns to conquer these circumstances, it ,
C i  fields as he makes his long anti- Lantagoous for our shippers to boM as | 
cipated motion picture debut in "Hwo s jarge a volume as t'^^i'^l^^^terKing® 1 
to Romance," which comes to the Em- Lppies to v ^ n r^ o fth e  S -
nress Theatre on Friday and Satur- 1 (jom after the New Year, for th r 
day. Assisted by Genevieve Tobin and Lpri that, should ^ „ t v  on 1
Anita Louise, Martini enacts the load- LgUation for a decrease In the duty pnl
ing roles in this picture which de- U m brican  apples may develop. In yI scribes the tragedy, the comedy and! opinion, it is a mistake t P
Good Provincial and Municipal Bond Prices arc getting
stronger every day.
If you arc considering investing your funds now is the
time to do it.
W e  have a number of attractive M U N I C I P A L  B O N D S  
for sale, such as Kamloops. Victoria, Trail, Kelowna, etc.
W c  invite yuiir enquiries.
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT 
TRUST COMPANY
OF FRUIT AT 
BRITISH DOCKS!
Trustee, 
Phone 98
Executor, Investment Dealers, Insurartce. 
Phone 332
>
(Continued from Page 1)
“Barrels.-
In The Hold
-The handling in the hold
I the romance in the life of a man with iprge volume of Ben Davis, Starks ana package was good, so far as 1
la golden voiee. ■ ................. . 1 other late appte o_n
PYBEX  PIE  
PLATES ..........
PYR E X  CAKE  
DISH ...............
PYREX BREAD  
DISH ................... .
60c
$1.25
Child’s Carpenter Tool Sets 80c & $L00
Child’s Tea Sets ............... 35o, 45c, 6ac
Child’s 12-piece Cooking Set ......
Child’s Toy Guns ..........  60c and 75c
Child’s Knife, Fork and Spoons Sets—
60c to 95c .
P Y R E X  9-P IE C E  .G IF T  S E T  
S P E C IA L  ....... ...........................
,N  A LU M IN U M  W A R E -D o ^ b le  Boilera, Steamers, Roasters, Per- 
colators. A ll at Special Prices for this week only.
$1.50 to $5.95
CARVING SETS from ...... ...........  ......... .......... - 5^^95 to $8.45
ELECTRIC IRONS from .............  ................................. ^ ,4 5
TOASTERS from .......................................... ...............  . , 05
W AFFLE  IRONS and SANDW ICH  M AKERS ... .....  ^ omflO to $9.90
TABLE LAM PS and FLOOR LAM PS from ................ 3 • '
I Among the operatic favourites Ljom market this side of Christmas, and | of these was |
which Martini sings are arias from the these varietip are already U ^ ry  rough, boxes being thmwn on to
works of Mascagni, Leoncavallo and to appear but prices are not what they loading platforms from 2-3 feet
1 Puccini, supplemented by two n ew ' — ---------  - - „,,h
I popular songs by Con Conrad and Herb 
Magldson. _
Madame Ernestine Schumann- 
Heink, world famous concert artist,
•makes her debut in "Here’s to Ro- 
1 mance.”
“The Crusades”
The magnificent and terrifying spec-
TONIGHT-
may be later on. . j  1 distance and from between knee and
"Some members of the t r a ^  hip action. Mr. Sanger, of the Cana-
the opinion that in the Nevv Year N a - Pacific Railway stall, at my re-
tional Mark Bramley .Seedlings w n n   ^ ganger up from the
reach 20/- per box, in which e v e n U ^ j^  explained to him that value 
good Canadian cookers sh ^ ld  be knocked oif the contents of the
worth 20/- to 25/- per barrel, ^he voi- practices,
lume of Bramleys m cool A t The Ship’s Side
mot largo and «  estimated at tea  than | ^
tacle of the armies of two worlds at i ^ ahead a fact that should the dock crane was gently done, the
battle; the colour, he g iv e n  serious consideration. There loads being eased on to the sleds with
tic beauty of the Middle Ages, b 8 _  competition from the niinimum jar. The net slings or loops
poignant romance of a king and quee , states but York Imperials and are imhooked from the spreader and
whose love changed the have not landed in good folded over the load. The loaded sleds
world history— from these story ele and prices realiz- are then picked up by the projectingTYiPnts Cecil B. DeMille created the plot condition ^neraiiy cd p
TUST A R R IV E D — A  N ew  Stock of
TZOUHALEM INDIAN SWEATERS
Priced from $7.50 to $12.66
of “The Crusades,” the showing for 
(Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
Featuring Loretta Young and Henry 
IWilcoxon, with a supporting cast of 
over one hundred name players and 
thousands of extras, the picture re- 
1 creates that magnificent period of his- 
j tory when the combined armies of
ther or not later shipments will im- 1 motors and wheeled into the shed
prove, is not possible to tell.
O K A N S S  MISSION
Mr. Thom left the other day by bus
In
some instances when so moving the j 
boxes which had hung up in the net 
crashed from the load on to the cernent 
floor of the dock, their weight pulling 
the net with them.
In The Shed
“Barrels. — While no cushions were
Ithe Holy Land from the Saracens 
‘Flying Down To Rio
I the winter. *  *  ^
Mr. Mallam was down from Chute
rels between the sled and the cement 
1 shed floor, yet the handling was w elL  
done, the nets when opened out help- ]
U n d erjh e  auspices^of t^^  ^ Lake on Thursday, and went^ back on | —  7essen ttie impact and the barrels
^ r. Fly g . Txrifh Mr. Hueh Dunlop. eased gently off the sleds. Eleven
Bernard Avenue, K E LO W N A  Phone 462
lYoung Women’s Club, I saturd^^ wit - g
to Rio,” featuring Delores Del and ^ Bond  has got
Fred Astaire and described as one of 
the greatest musical shows ever i 
brought to the screen, w ill be shpwn 
on Thursday only.
two
h o u s e h o l d e r s .  Y o u  N e e d
C ^ood  C o  a }
a n d  t h a t  IS  W H A T  W E  H A N D L E
C O A L  A N D  B U IL D E R S ’ S U P P L IE S
For E c o n o m y ,  Satisfaction and Service, P H O N E  66
K E L O W N A ;  B .C .
DIST. CONFERENCE OF 
[ WOMEN'S INSTITUTES
Mr Eric Sowerby, of Nelson, was a 
visitor at Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Crichton s 
this week-end. ,
Mr. Collett caught a fish
ten pounds on Sunday.
- ■ .' ♦ * *
barrels during the day had been drop- I 
ped on to the bilges sufficiently hard 
for the thrust so exerted to loosen the 
head or tail of the barrel from the 
croze. One barrel head had been 
.thrust completely free of the barrel, al- j
lATPiehine lowing the apples to spill out. 
weighing I «Boxes.T-The boxes were very badly
handled, tlie same faults noted in the 
hold being apparent in the shed. Boxes.
(Kelowna Represented
By Eight Members
I The badminton season is no^ in f ull I nearly hip W
At Peachland swing and the scheme ° f  dividing the  ^ cement floor and kicked on the
I players into^four s f  | ^ into position against .a pfie^aL
very successful. The secretary, built. On one occasion a dox
. Middlemass, who planned was thrown so roughly against a pile
b
Eight^members f r o m _ ^  issued schedule that
I ..ended .the ■ district conference 1 sheets, which are so , arranged Ihal I k n o c k e d  over, the
[men’s Institutes held m Peachland | groups play each otjm^^^in^ jotation^ ^he ^
Thursday, November 21st. .  ctitntPsIWUh"only two groups playing 7he% econTbox’
night._‘he .hall leet away,, the ,flrat,
occupied the forenoon The Club has six nights a: week f  arid third boxes of the pile of
of the afternoon, fo llow ing  Lgch member'plays two nights. tumbling to the floor. Boxes
ness, Mrs. H. British A badminton match has been or'dropped on their bulg-
one of the representatives from Brit sh | Kelowna for Dec. 5th. _  afterwards turned over on to
A: great acquisition to | g^^e, th o u ^  not in
many cases, boxes were thrown or
June 24th to •28th, reporeea ou , -  - .  * .  _  1
convention, the sessions of which were Kuipers left by bus °\T 'h u re - _  equipment is not suitable for
[h e ld  in  the Confederation R o o m f o r  Denver, Colorado, T ^ ^ ^ re^ h e  g a t f o ^ e q  ^  (or similar '
Legislative ^ u ildm gs at C h a r lo tt^ o ^ . I .y his mother for a few
' Mrs. McGregor gave a delightful | , i pacxage^ .
word picture of this room in which 1 weeks.
2nd: That the comparatively light
the representatives of the five provin^^ Mr. and Mrs. Hay are now in weight of the box^n^
es met to mark the beginning of Rutland.
“Dominion from sea to sea and w h ^ e  j . »  * „  u  • “Sueeestions.—That some other sys-
the Confederation of 1867 was^consu^ St. Lem  o f  handling boxes and similar
mated. A  pleasmg description o f-an  Dorothy returned by car fro™ 1 That cushions
anniversary service in the snbkane on Friday,
church in Canada was also given. _ *
Mrs. McGregor’s report I Bob Browne-Clayton got. a five-point
ings was vivid and fopcefuL In her j .^hile hunting up at
resume of the various activities car- , -^hite Mountain.
vied on by the Federated Institutes for *  ♦ *
home and country, stress was laid up- g  g  Crichton caught a twelve
on the peace sentiment being fostered November 21st.
by the Institutes and mention was D^  ,  ♦ ♦
made 6f their share in establishing the There was a fairly good attendance 
International Peace Garden on L f  the last Welfare sewing meeting,
tiguous sides of the boundary _line,di- I hoped that more w ill be
-viding Canada and the United States. attend the next meeting on
Mrs. McGregor was impressed with 2nd, 2.30 p.m., at the
the amount of work accomplished b y lg g p g  Vue Hotel, 
the various Institutes; with the worth­
while programmes presented at each 
session; with the unique efforts in the 
development of. home industries,^ with 
the value to the world of the princip­
les underlying the work of the W o ­
men’s Institutes.
Remarking that the first Institute
WESTBANR
The Community Club held a small 
............ .. ..... but very jolly dance in the hall on
was organized in Stoney Creek, O n -j night.
tario, 38 years ago, she said there were * . * * o + .
now over 1,300 Institutes in Ontario Mrs. Ira L. Hewlett left on Satui 
and 2,700 in Canada, with 71,000 mem- Ljgy for New Westminster, Avhere she 
hers. There were many thousands in Kgg gone to visit her daughter, Mrs. 
Great Britain, and in fwenty-eight r  Mounce.
countries of the world Institutes bad [ * *
‘ A  meeting of the Public Library  
Commission was held in ’ the School- 
house on Wednesday. Tlmre was a 
good attendance, with Mrs. C. E. Clarke 
in the chair. Nothing definite was 
done but a committee was appointed
iW O  Chilliwack products, both keeping up the quality of 
S L  Foods. The great height of this corn is a«Jnflication of^Hie
nertVet growth arid full flavor of its crop, which is 
ovnliLivt'lv for the Royal City Plant at Chilliwack. The young lady 
is but one of many employed in this plant, who invite you to try u.
toothsome Royal City Food.
FOR
H IG H  C L A S S  JO B  P R IN T IN G  G O  T O  T H E  COURIER
been established, all of which proved 
conclusively that the movement filled
a great need. . - ,
The Secretary was instructed to 
write the Peachland Institute and 
thank them for their gracious hospi­
tality. .," _______
STEAM  LA U N D R Y  SOON TO
O CCUPY N EW  PREMISES
Building At Comer Of Water St. A.nd 
Mill Ave. Is Nearly Complete
The new premises of the Kelowna 
Steam Laundry at the corner of Water 
Street and Mill Avenue, adjacent to 
the Home Gas Service Station, w ill be 
ready for occupancy in two or three
Conkructed of red brick and hollow  
tile, the new building which w ill house 
tiie plant of the laundry measures fifty 
by eighty feet. ' _  .
The contractors are Messrs. Patter­
son Black, of this city.
with Mrs. D. Gellatly as President and 
Mrs. Halpin Moffat as Secretary.
♦ .♦ *  ■
The annual meeting of the Badmin­
ton Club was held in the Hall on Tues­
day night. There was a good attendr 
ance. The officers elected for the en­
suing year were as follows: President 
M r Arthur Johnson; Vice-President 
Mr. Frank Jones; Sec.-Treasurer, Mrs 
C.'E. Clarke. The Club will play two 
nights a ’week and Simday afternoons
A  spoonful of honey dissolved in a 
glass of warm milk is used as a creator 
of energy by Finnish athletes before 
undertaking strenuous exertion. Dur­
ing long distance Marathon races they 
take a very small portion of honey, a 
little on the tongue only, as a reviver,
Noel Coward in 
“ THE SC O U N D R E L '
COMING-
one of tlio best 
“ LO R N A  DOONE ’
FRIDAY A N D  SATURDAY, NOVEM BER 29th and 30th
T H E  W O R L D  A C C L A IM S  IT —
THE PICTURE THAT BRINGS  
N E W  GLO RY TO THE SCREEN!
The magic voice of Martini exalts you with haunting melodies you 
^  -will remember forever!
^ H E R E ’S  t o  R O M A N C E  ”
A  Jesse L. Lasky production 
_  With —
N I N O  M A R T I N I
Genevieve Escudero
A  LO V E  STORY TH AT SINGS
T w o ^ ' s  e a ^ ' e v r ' f  T a - n  a. nees
only on Friday and
3 DAYS—M O N D AY , TUESDAY and W EDNESDAY, Dec.
f i
Reginald Denny
2 3 & 4
W onders to dazzle the human imagination “
flaming lo v e  story in titantic world conflict Iset 
,CECIL B. DeM ILLE’S
T h &
CRUSA0ES
. . —  With —
L O R E T T A  Y O U N G  A N D  H E N R Y  W IL C O X O N
xo leei . . . ■ u**-- _ r_„„gj:oned now as when it nrsxthis shining romance . . . .  as impassionea n w
awed the world with its perfection!
THE O LD  PLA N T A T IO N  and ^EWS^ OF THE D A Y  ^
Two shows each evening. Matinee, Monday and lyednesday.
C O i . IN G -N e x . ,F i i^ y
l a u r e l  a n d  H AR D Y  in
TH URSDAY— ONE D A Y  O N LY— DECEMBER 5th
packages be  adopted. That cushions 
he provided for unloading barrels. 
That gangers be given instrimtions in 
proper methods of handling fruit and 
be instructed to check rough and care­
less handling b y  labourers in their
A  copy of this report was sent to 
the Director, Commercial Intelligence 
Service, Department of Trade .
Commerce, Ottawa, and a|so to the 
railway company, to _ which tne lol- 
lowing reply was received:
“ Southern Railway,
Docks and Marine Depts. 
Manager’s Office, 
Southampton,
5th November, 1935.
Dear Sir, , ' ^ 4.
“With reference to your letter ot 
the 16th October, addressed to Mr. 
Richards, Waterloo Station, the ques­
tion of the discharge of apple cargo has 
been very carefully enquired into, ana, 
whilst I have been unable to t r a c e r y  
record of the rough handling to which 
you refer, a local enquiry has taken 
place with the ifollowing results: _
1 The equipment for the landing 
from ship to shore w ill be improved 
by the provision of suitable overhead
spreaders. .
2. More supervision w ill be pro-
barrel traffic w ill be landed
on cushions. , , , r.
The provisions referred to above 
will, I think, dispose of the mam 
points of your complaint, but it w ill be  
of great assistance to us if, on your 
next visit to Southampton, you would 
be so good as to advise us of 
tention, so that we nught together 
watch the discharge of a steamer.
With reference to the last paragraph 
of the ab.ove letter. Mr. Gprnall says, 
“It is not our policy to herald a Ylsit 
such as is suggested by the Southern 
Railway, but w e make inspection from 
time to time and in such order as is 
considered best. To herald our ap 
proach would mean that special^ pre 
caution would b e  taken and it is es_ 
sential that we should witness normal
working.” ■ , ^ ,
The following remarks are containea
TRICK BRIDGE
DELORES DEL RIO and FRED ASTAIRE
—  in”.-— '
“ FLYING DOWN TO RIO ”
The greatest musical, of all time.
■ Also
COLOURED CARTOON VAUD EVILLE
now comp..e with * « «  ™ "8,
summer months. Enjoy. eomfoHaW* «> «*«. 
any point in Eastern Canada, at *P«cial^
round-trip fares available
over
Visit the old folks —a plensurablot economical 
winter vacationl
J uiK _______________ January 5. Stop-
*^ iriiil^ cs^  l?cturn limit three months.
These Low Fares also G ood to AlIanHc S^board  
lor Ocean Travel. Return Limit Five Months.
sel tut i
Travel b y  T ra in ! S tee ly  . - CoTnfQrt - - E co  y
C  A M A W f f l  M O F K
in a report from our Inspector at Van­
couver dealing with fruit that was be- 
ing teded  on the s.s. “Canonesa' on
the 21st. .
“Most of the Vancouver shipment 
was sent to the dock in trucks. Visited
the cold storage ^ i „ d  Ihe
tant during the evening, and founa tne
men handling the cases in a very rough 
S inner S t e d  this out to the fore­
man and thereafter saw 
S ro v em erit . Also reported the m®*- 
ter^ to the cold storage manager the
next day.'
Salt, pepper, and sage or allspice are 
used for preserving and flavouring 
sausages niade on the farm- Thirty 
pounds of sausage meat will require 
^  lb. of table salt, 2 oz. pepper, and l 
to 2 oz. ;,of,sage if the sausage is foi 
immediate use, or lj4  to ^ 
spice, instead of sage, for long keep­
ing. These ingredients should be mix-- 
ed dry and thoroughly incorporated, 
with the sausage meat.
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THB KBLOWHA COURIBR AND QKAWAOAM ORCHARDliT
PA G E S E V E N
\
r (
S T O C K W E L L ’S
L IM IT E D
FlIO N B  324
WEEK
END SPECIALS IN 
ALUMINUM
79c3-quart BICE  BOILERS; each .......
5-quart TEA <p-| O Q
KE'fTLEB; each...... « 7 X # eF«/
14-»|uart DISH PANS;
each ...........................
Straight Sauce 
Pans; each
ROUND ROASTERS;
each ...........................
Combination Steamer 
Sets; per set .... .........
79c 
69c “'“‘75c 
79c 
99c
G i f t s
From
»ETTIGREW’S JEW ELLERY
STORE
—  o o o —
A  beautiful selection
WRIST WATCHES
Standard Prices
Credit Terms can be arranged.
— - o o o —■
Our selection of'
FINE QUALITY
DIAMOND 
RINGS
is excellent.
W e  can also procure approy^  
selections at any price you wish 
to pay. N o  extra cost.
Prices are reasonable.
Designs the latest. 
Quality the highest.
Pick out yovir Christmas Gifts 
now. W e can put them away 
' for you until Christmas.
PET T IG R EW
JEWELLER and DIAMOND  
MERCB.- T
VICTORY OF B. C.
AT IMPERIAL 
FRUIT SHOW
(Continued from page 1)
Hie valuc.s nt wiiich Uic competitive- 
fruit Kold indieated that the time and 
trouble were well worth while, and all 
entries sold well above market values.
Another outstanding feature of the 
Fruit Show was the visit of Miss Mar­
garet Messenger, Queen of the Annap­
olis Valley Apple Blossom Festival, to 
represent Canada. Mi^ 5s Messenger 
proved to be a worthy reijresentative 
of Canada's womanhood and carried 
out her duties with taet and dignity, 
making an everlasting impression on 
oil with whom she eame In contact.
A  further feature of importance was 
the sale by auction of two barrels of 
McIntosh Red apples supplied by Mr. 
F. .1. Hewlett, of Canning, Nova Scotia, 
for the purpose of ralsihg a fund to be 
handed over to the Lord Mayor of 
Card iIT to be used for such purpose 
•is he considered most lUting. The auc­
tion sale was made immediately fol­
lowing a luncheon to the fruit trade of 
the United Kingdom by the Canadian 
Fruit Trade Commission, over which 
the High Commissioner for Canada 
presided. The fruit trade responded ad­
mirably, nnd a sum of over ,£440 was 
raised to bo used for providing Christ­
mas Cheer to poor children.
A  point of special interest is that 
I-icr Majesty the Queen graciously ac­
cepted the two barrels of apples as a 
(Jift.- . ,
Returning to the commercial situa­
tion, the market for barrelled apples 
remains, remarkdbly strong, with some 
improvement in prices, particularly 
Hibstons. Kings are in fair demand 
and some really good prices have been 
received for Wellingtons, 20/- to 33/- 
for large ones. Starks are finding a 
somewhat slow sale and in London 
today ruling prices were 17/- and 
many lots were held owing to lower 
prices being offered.
The condition of arrivals from Nova 
Scotia during the past two weeks has 
maintained the very fine quality estab­
lished ^ince the beginning of the sea- 
i3on, and new cargoes add tp the iium- 
ber of excellent shipments received. 
Nova Scotia barrels are retaining the 
top position on the market and prices 
generally are on a higher level than 
that of the Virginia pack.
Nova Scotia has developed a repu­
tation equal to that held by Ontario, a 
situation brought about by a variety 
of circumstances including natural 
conditions, good grading and packing, 
and the problem of the immediate fu­
ture* is “Can Nova Scotia maintain the 
excellent position now created?” If 
this is possible, there need be little 
fear of the market in years to come, 
and, while it may be; more difficult to 
maintain the reputation in seasons. of 
less favourable conditions, much may 
be done by extra special attention to 
grading and discarding fruit likely to 
seriously affect the present standard. 
Boxes Still b i Doldrums 
Unfortunately, the boxed apple trade 
remains in the doldrums, but there 
is evideneb of a slight upturn in price 
levels. With the exception of Amer-: 
ican Delicious and Newtowns, prices
CONSERVATION 
OF OUR TIMBER 
RESOURCES
(Continued from page 1)
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  
♦  *
♦  CHURCH NOTICES ♦
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. licinaid Avc. niiil Berlmin St.
IN BYGONE DAYS
■ (Continued from Page 2)
TEN YEARS A G O  
Thursday^ November 26, 19^
“Kelowna cigars figure extensively 
in the'i> Christmas advertisements in 
-some of the Coast papers.”
“A  very large number of the older 
apple trees in the Pridham orchard ad­
joining the city have been cut down, 
■giving this property an entirely new 
appearance.”
“*rhe news of the death of Queen- 
Mother Alexandra was received by 
The Courier by wire at 10.30 a.mi on 
Friday morning, and was posted im­
mediately by bulletin. The sad ev^ent 
occurred at 5.25 p.m. British time, there 
being eight hour's difference between 
London and Kelowna. Considering that 
the news was repeated from "Vancou­
ver, it made very rapid transit. Flngs 
were placed at  ^ half-mast generaUy 
throughout the city in honour to the 
memory of the reivered Queen.”
■ • ■ m ' ■
“A special delegation from _ this city 
left yesterday morning'for Victoria to 
place before the Provincial (jovern- 
ment the necessity of completing the 
’ Kelowna-Naramata road. It consisted 
- of Mayor D. W. Sutherland, represent 
ing the City of Kelowna; Mr. D. H. 
Rattenbury, representing the, Kelowna 
Board of Trade, and Mr. George S. 
McKenzie, representing the local 
branch of the Retail Merchants’ Asso 
ciation of Canada, who left on thp 
■ s.s. “Sicamous” and were joined by 
other delegates from Penticton, Ver 
non and Kamloops.”
«  * •
Gujar Singh, a Sikh, charged with 
the murder of Tarah Singh, a compat­
riot, on a Kelowna street on the .even­
ing of Saturday, July Ilth, was con­
victed by  a jury at the Vernon Assizes 
of the lesser crime of manslaughter, 
and was sentenced to ten years im 
prisonment. - .
• ♦ •
Two railway cars arrived on Mon 
-day, Nov. 23rd, and were placed in 
•• service immediately as a temporary 
station, pending erection of a building. 
One of them, a tourist car; was arrang- 
V ‘ ed for use as a waiting-room for pas 
sengers, and the other, a baggage-ex 
press car, was fitted up as a temporary 
office, equipped with electric light and 
telephone. Accompanying the cars 
were Mr. G; Wilder, who had ’ been 
appointed temporary agent, and Mr. S. 
“W; Barton, his assistant.
are mostly below the 10/- mark and 
the trade is losing money on all f.o.b, 
purchases. The reasons; for this situ­
ation are many, and varied and the 
trade is still suffering from the heavy 
speculations in American boxed and 
hamper apples. ■ /i; ’
i The shortness o f: the English apple 
crop led many traders to purchase Cal­
ifornian Gravensteins,' on which ah 
excellent profit was made; This situ­
ation resulted in very heavy purchases 
or guaranteed advances; and the policy 
of the Americain packer appeared to -be 
to sell to anybody offering attractive 
terms. Consequently dealers not usu­
ally in the import trade; purchased di­
rect. and, as there were no rneans by  
which restriction of imports could be 
practiced or a knowledge of the total 
commitments broadcast to the trade, 
the result was disastrous. In other 
words, there were more sellers than 
buyers and much fruit was held in 
weak hands, with the result that large 
shipments had to be thrown on to the 
auction naarkets. Coupled with this 
situation, the condition of the Ameri­
can bairel and harnper pack on arrival 
was not good and considerably inferior 
than for a number of years past.  ^
From thiU situation the market has 
not yet recovered and boxed apple 
prices are approximately at the level 
of barrelled apples. The general ex­
cellent qUality of the barre l pack may 
be responsible for this situation.
The prospects for the market' up to 
the Christmas holidays may be coUr 
sidered quite satisfactory, with little 
possibility of any appreciable recession 
of prices Unless any Undue volume of 
fruit should arriVe. There is little need 
to rush shipments, and, provided the 
fruit is keeping well in storage, as 
good, if not better, pnees may be ex­
pected in the new year! Up to the 
week ending Nov. 5th nearly 600,000 
barrels w ill have arrived from Nova 
Scotia, and, if the present rate of 
movement continues until Christmas, 
the volume to offer in the new year 
will be comparatively sniall.
There is much to say for the policy 
of regulating shipments to maintain 
present price levels, to rush heavy 
shipments in the hope that high prices 
will be received for as large a volume 
as possible may result in considerable 
drop in values when it will be ex­
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to 
bring prices back ton>-present levels. 
There is no large volume of English 
apples in storage, the quantity i^ not 
sufficient to make any appreciable im­
pression on the market and the situ­
ation appears to warrant an equitable 
spread of arrivals throughout the 
whole season.
The Continental situation may mar 
terially affect the situation in the UnU  
ted Kingdom and there are indications 
that a favourable market may develop 
early in the new year.
"With regard to the boxed apple ar­
rivals. these are fairly heavy and dur­
ing the week 66,000 boxes and 11,000 
barrels were offered on the Glasgow  
market, while the total arrival^' of 
British Columbia boxes in the 'United 
Kingdom for week ‘ending October
foroslH of the Okanagan have played 
a vciy important part in the develop­
ment and buBinetis life of the commun­
ity. The first settlers — cattlemen, 
miners, trappers — needed tlie forests 
for buildings, fuel, shelter for cattle 
and fur bearers. With the rapid ex- 
Ijunsion in the early part of the |)res-  ^
ent century, sawmills were built and 
operated to .supply the necessary build­
ing material, while the demand for 
fruit-box material has increased with 
the expansion of the orchard produc­
tion. At the present time the greatest 
and steadiest demand is for shook 
lumber.
The Okanagan forests themselves 
consist of two main divisions.
(a) The Yellow  Pine—Fir foreshs of 
the lower slopes.
(b) The Lodgepolc Pine and Spruce 
forests of the upper slopes and plat­
eaux.
Naturally the lower, more accessible 
types were logged first, and it appears 
rnost fortuitous that Nature, in her 
usual bountiful way, provided large 
supplies of timber, easily accessible 
and of excellent quality, for both 
building and boxes. The Western Y el­
low Pine of the park-like lower slopes 
is particularly well adapted to fruit 
boxes, while for general building and 
some specialty work it is excellent. 
It has therefore been a large factor in 
getting the country built up and 
started on its successful commercial 
career.
But the rapid expansion of towns, 
villages and farms together with the 
increasing demands of the fruit indus­
try have taken a heavy toll of the pine 
stands. The most accessible and bet­
ter quality stands--have been logged 
and even the more distant bodies of 
timber are being tapped. Fifteen years 
ago the local mills were convinced that 
they were about tljrough with Yellow  
Pine, but the C.N.R., heavy, fast trucks 
arid better roads have enabled them 
to go farther afield. But again they 
are being faced with a prospective 
shortiage of this most useful timber.
What is the situation with regard to 
timber supplies? The following very 
briefly sets forth without being too 
burdensome with fibres.
Timber Supplies O f The Okanagan
The total supply of Yellow Pine, the 
most useful box wood, is about 287 
million board feet, in the Okanagan 
Yalley itself, which is only about ten 
years supply at present cutting rates, 
if all of it could be logged. About a 
year’s supply seems inaccessible at 
present,but may be made accessible by 
improved methods and better prices.'
■This seems a somewhat gloomy pic­
ture until it is realized that supjplies 
outside the valley are available and 
■we get a ; figure of 960’ million board 
feet or thirty years’ supply. This is 
all : accessible at present with the ex­
ception of about five years’ supply.
: Such a short , supply as thirty years 
at present rates of cutting means that 
in many places the Yellow Pine is 
very ■ scarce and lumbermen present 
can tell you of the trouble they are 
having and the distances they must 
go to get their supplies. It means that 
they- must look around for something 
else to fill their needs. This is avail­
able in the stands of Erigelmann 
Spruce on the higher levels and plat­
eaux, while considerable quantities are 
found along creek bottoms closer in. 
Spruce is also an excellent wood for 
fruit boxes. .
The quantity of spruce accessible at 
ipresent in the Okanagan is only 100 
inilliori bohrd feet, but in the district 
that might be called, tributary this in­
creases to ten times as inuch, , 6r over 
one billiori board fe;gt. There are, of 
course/.d®riiands other than:boxes on 
this, supply, but at any rate there seems 
to be roughly another thirty years sup- 
rily if Spruce is taken into account.
Yellow Piriri, and SIpruce, therefore, 
givd us roughly sixty years^ supply of 
accessible timber at preserit rates of 
cutting, but the trade must be pre­
pared to pay enough for boxes to en­
able the sawmills to go and get the 
lumber. The costs get higher with in­
creasing distance.
In addition to the supplies accessible 
at present staridards of operation, there 
are considerable stands of Spruce par­
ticularly that ■ seeiri; to be too far back 
to operate profitably for some time to 
cOmv- Probably methods \vill be found 
in the run of sixty years to operate 
some of them and thus increase the 
available supplies. If they were all 
made accessible,: the total of Pine and 
Spruce would be  ' about five ■ billion 
board feet, or 165 ^  years’ supply.
There are other species of timber 
that might be made available for the 
box trade; such- as' Hernlock arid Lodge- 
pole Pine, but these are not so suit­
able or there are other objections to 
them, and so they need not be consid­
ered here.
The Future
Our object in consideririg the pres­
ent situation is to see what it holds for 
the future, what is going to be the 
effect on the ^  lumber and, fruit busi­
nesses and to suggest what, if anything, 
needs to be fdone to better it.
The growing of forests is the same 
as growing apples or cabbages iri many 
ways. • Forest crops are subject to the 
same laws of reproduction, growth and 
maturity as other plarits, but the great 
difference is the element o f time. You  
bring grain to maturity in a seasori and 
apple trees to bearing in well less than 
a decade, but forests take upwards of 
a century to mature, This is the rea- 
sori we have to figure''our supplies of 
timber in such long periods and why 
sixty years’ supply is not enough with­
out something back of . it. That is why 
forestry requires vision over great
This Society is a branch of Tlic 
Mother Church. The First Cliurcli of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reiiding Room open Wednesday 
and Satnrduv afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
5-tfc
THE UNITED CHURCH OF 
CANADA
KirBt United, corner Kiclitcr St, ond llcnmrd 
Avenue
Uev. W. W. Mcl'licrson, M.A.^ H.D. 
OrKoni i^t and Choir Leader: Cyril S. Moaaop, 
A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
9.45 a.ni.—Church School.
11 a.m., 7.30 p.m.—Hours of Worship. 
Evening topic: “Jesus and ourselves; 
1. That longing for .satisfaction.”
stretches of time and for its practice 
must have permanency of forest land 
tenure and settled policies.
No farm would be considered a very 
good proposition if it did not provide 
an annual income sufficient to main­
tain itself and its owner. The forest 
crop must also be so considered, and 
the problem of forestry is just that—  
to provide a sustained annual yield. 
W e must handle our present reserves 
so that when they are used up we 
will have sufficient second growth to 
satisfy our needs.
Sustained Annual Yield
How then do our figures work out? 
W e have noted a sixty-year supply of 
accessible timber suitable for our pres­
ent standards of use. Providing we 
leave immature trees to continue 
growth and also secure adequate re­
production to fill in the vacancies, 
and providing we find means of utiliz­
ing all the stands of Spruce that are ot 
merchantable quality, it is estimated 
that we can secure a sustained annual 
yield of Spruce and Yellow Pine aboift 
sufficient for the present box trade and 
the side business of the mills that 
handle it.
To secure this yield, or keep our 
forest farm continually productive, 
theipe are certain things that must be 
done, and it is these things, highly im­
portant from the standpoint of service 
to the community, in which this organ­
ization is bound to be interested. The 
practice of forestry in all its angles 
sums up the whole list, but to be a 
ittle more specific I w ill mention the 
more important.
Forest Protection
There is little need to speak of the 
destructiveness of forest fires. Con­
stant vigilance and ample suppressive 
organization and equipment are essen­
tial, but more important is the pre­
vention of fires. Only by the constant 
support of an intelligently interested 
public can fires be prevented, and un­
less they are prevented great sections 
of our future forest supplies may be 
lost.
The present situation is this — the 
Forest -Service has the nucleus of a 
highly efficient fire preventative and 
control organization but due to _ the 
past hard years has become very heav­
ily overburdened. Equipment is worn 
out or lacking; there are not enough 
lookouts, trained personnel is short and 
everyone has too much to do to . give 
proper ; attention to . essential, details. 
W e are trying to do a job on 2/3 cents 
per acre that requires from 2 to 3 
C6nts*
As times get better we may expect 
some betterment, since the need' is 
largely, more funds, but the public, 
through its great interest in the gen­
eral business situation, must become 
more and: more directly and individu­
ally interested.'
Silviculture !
This is the science of growing crops 
of trees. Like agriculture, it requires 
a basis of scientific - knowledge and 
then practice of that knowliedge. Pres­
sure of : administration and the more 
immediate demands for funds for pro­
tection have prevented full develop­
ment of this essential/angle of our 
work, but a small, though highly com­
petent branch of research has been 
built up in Victoria. The problems 
are so many and varied and require 
so much time to solve that empirical or 
rule-of-thumb methods must be de­
veloped. Slight attempts are made at 
this by the administrative staff but 
they have not the tinie.
More application of research meth­
ods must be applied to the forests of 
^ e  Province before we can practice 
the rules they develop to grow and 
reproduce the timber crops in per­
petuity.
Regulation
To realize the principle of sustained 
annual yield,' the cut on the forests 
must be regulated. This requires in­
ventories of the forest stands showing 
the relationships of .the. young and 
old, together with estimates of rates 
of grovvth and yield at the end of any 
rotation.
In this we have been able to do much 
more, than in silviculture. The figures 
I  have quoted are all based on Forest
BOVSeOUT
COLUMN
Inf Kelowna Troop
Troop Firit I Self Last I
By Scoutmaster'
Orders for the week commencing 
Thursday, November 20Ui, 1935:
Duties: Orderly patrol for the vycek, 
Lynx; next for duty, Beavers.
Rallies: The Troop will rally at the 
Scout Hall on Tuesday, December 3rd. 
at 7 p.m. There will be a basketball 
practice for all those who attended the 
meeting on Tuesday lust.
Scouts! Don’t forget the toys for the 
Toyshop. '
The Scout Juniors played their first 
game of the season on Saturday, when 
they took their old school rivals for 
a 7 pointUoss. The school Juniors took 
an early lead but it did not last long, 
as the ScAuts- overcame the difference 
to lead atSairtim e 7-5, and remained 
in the fore for the rest of the game, 
the score Unishing up at 18-11.
Scout Notes O f Interest
A  “Boy Scout Week," to advance 
Scouting in New South Wales, was of­
ficially opened by His Excellency the 
Governor, Sir Alexander Hore-Ruth- 
ven, m m ,
According to Rabbi Louis Mann of 
Chicago, "It costs that city $6 a year 
to maintain a Boy Scout, and $5,500 to 
apprehend and confine a juvenile de­
linquent.” The figures do not greatly
differ in Canada.
* * *
Among those present at the recent 
world gathering of Rover Scouts in 
Sweden was a group of very smart and 
highly intelligent Ethiopian Rovers, ac­
cording to one of the leaders of the 
Canadian contingent. There were no
Italians. • *
• * •
A  silver-gilt push-button used by 
King George to light the Jubilee Scout 
Beacon in Hyde. Park has been pre­
sented by His Majesty to Imperial 
Scout Headquarters. The stand bears 
the inscription; “Presented; by King 
George V  to the Boy Scouts to com­
memorate the lighting of the bonfire 
in Hyde Park on May 6th, 1935.”
• a
Scotland’s. “Loch Ness monster” is to 
have no rest. Scientists, zoologists, 
fishermen and sailors having failed. 
Boy Scouts are going to hgve a go at 
it. Under their Scoutmaster, the boys 
of the 1st Glasgow Troop , plan, with 
a fleet of row boats, to maintain a pa­
trol of the lake until the mystery is 
solved.
The rare make-believe adventure of 
“riding pony express’^ in swift relays 
over mountain and desert trails, 1,900 
miles from Sacramento. California, to 
St. Joseph, Missouri, fell to the lot of 
190 Americain Boy Scouts this summer. 
The revival of the historic mail route 
of ’49 was a commemoration feature 
arranged by the Oregon, Trail Memo­
rial. Association. With his bag . of dis­
patches, each Scout rode, all out, for 
ten miles, keeping a sharp-eye for In­
dians and stage-coach robbers. Un­
fortunately, none was encountered arid 
the trusty six-shooter was not drawn.
Survey work. Some of this has been 
fairly carefully compiled, especially 
with regard to the Provincial Forests, 
arid we are now taking steps to r e f ­
late the cut on these forests to the sus­
tained yield.
Provincial Forests
The element of time in growing for­
est crops makes necessary the reserva­
tion o f forests on a perpetual, basis. 
Unless it is certain that any area of 
productive • land w ill rernain under 
crop to maturity, it is only a gamble 
to spend time and money producing 
that crop! Consequently; the Govern­
ment of B.C. has followed the wise 
plan of setting aside as Provincial For­
ests those parts of the Province that 
are suitable only for growing timber^ 
This is done only after careful survey 
and report on the land. Full informa? 
tion on the land and tirriber are se­
cured and any areas suitable for agri­
culture are excluded.
In the Okanagan the process has 
been completed. A ll the productive 
forest land (and by that is meant land 
suitable only for forests) in the valley 
has now been placed in Provincial 
Forests for the perpetu^ production 
of tinibef crops. Sales of mature tim­
ber are beirig made right along and the 
cut brought into line with yield.
These forests and the lanids outside 
them that are growing timber are not, 
however, enough for: the : demand of 
this valley. It is fortunate that in the 
country surrouriding there is growing 
capacity sufficient to supply your 
needs. Other forests are being dedi­
cated where the local demand is not 
so great. From these the products may 
be carried to the larger markets of 
this valley.
‘ Summary
To sum up, therefore, it majC be said 
that:
I. There is a steady and increasing
A R E  Y O U  F E E D IN G  
O U R  D A IR Y  F E E D
wliicli contains that wonderful inincial SOL-IVIIN. If 
yon arc not yon shoidd start riji l^it now.
A N D  D O N ’T  F O R G E T —
Fertilize that orchard while the we.ithev is g:oo(l !
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE AND QUALITY 
Free City Delivery Phono 29
■4
[iiiiiinHiiiimiimiuinnfiimuiiiii
Special Prices
F O R  O N E  W E E K
on the
T H E  P E A K  O F  Q U A L I T Y
at
R O C K  B O T T O M  P R IC E
Have a home demonstratiori of these world famous
W A S H I N G  M A C H IN E S  
P H O N E  44
GENEROUS TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
on your old washer.
Terms arranged.
M O R R IS O N  H M D W A R E  C 0 .L ‘"
riiarket for forest products in the 
Okanagan valley.
2. The prosperity of the valley still 
deperids bn the handling of the fruit 
crop and therefore On containers of 
wood, because no better container, has 
yet been found. This makes a supply 
of suitable timber essential.
3. In the Okanagan itsblf there is 
only ten years supply of Yellow  Pine 
left, but trjhul^Y to ,th 
bth ertw en ^  .yearj^.supply.
; 4. The growing scarcity of Pine 
makes it . riecessary to turn ;tp Spruce. 
The supply available is about eriorig^i 
for thirty years, making a total pf sixty 
years, supply now available.
5. Additional timber not inimediate- 
ly accessible, but which .iriay X^eepme 
so with iri'ereagbd lo g ^ g  efficiency 
and higher pMces, brings the available 
supply to 165 years.
6. The short supply of accessible 
timber and the long time it takes to 
grow a crop makes it imperative that
the forests be placed on a sustained 
yield basis at the earliest possible date.
7. The reservation of forest land as 
Provincial Forests, based on surveys, 
has covered the Okanagan and much 
of the tributary territory, and the stage 
is set for provision of sustained yield  
of forest, products for the big market 
in the Okanagan.
8. Sustained yield requires adequate 
protection; fo r , mature and younger 
forest staridk the practice of silvicul­
ture and-careful regulation -of cut. All 
depend oh adequate research.
9. A t present the steps being taken 
are not considered adequate, although 
?ome progress has been made. Par- 
ticulariy more adequate protection 
frorii fire is required.
10. The/prosperity of this city and 
the surrounding country depends large­
ly upon the forests, and no better 
community service could be given than 
support of a full programme of fo r­
estry.
29th were 133,00(). The English crop 
situatiori has little, effect on the Glas­
gow market because under more nor­
mal conditions very! little use is made 
of this market by the English growers.
There is every reason to’ stu(^ thor­
oughly the, rate of export shK)ments 
and, a careful nursing of the import 
markets: cant only result in better firian- 
cial returiis,.
A deKcioiis Q u a l i t y  blend. Rieire«b- 
Sngi EeonomicRlI
Wrk* for Copy ol the l « W  NABOB PREMIUM CATAIOO
fo KOty, DOOStAS a c6. ttn, VANCOUVab CALGA9y,/PWW>tO
*■ •''' */
C41
NABOB-COFFEE is rich and full flavoured . 
thermalo. roasted and perfectly: blended. NABOB  
4ei6ines to'.you .in .yacuunt -packed .glpss-, jars or 
cans*  ^ Ask your girpeer for NABOB coffcc tooay-
W H ^S<n\Ffe^ProfniuhiCatalog io
k e l l y ; DOUGLAS &  CO. LlIVSBTED
VANCOUVER, CALGARY a  WIMHIPEO
O  B .
fA O E  TW ELVE
titoBeWgSflwe :  BASKETBALL :I ♦
THK  MClXiWIlA  COOBl»B AMP OKAWAPAM OKCHAKPttT
PI^VINCIAL ROADS 
ARE NOT TOO BAD
THUE8DAY, NOVEMBEIl 28th, 1935
Kelowna Seniors Eose To Spokane
P""”' GORDON’S, 178 &  179
Meats T o  Delight Your Appetite!
W E E K -E N D  S A V IN G S
BEEF AND  POIlK SAUSAGE; 15c
per lb....................................................
FRESH COD; .........................  1 / C
per lb ................. ...............................................  ^  _
ROUND STEAK ROASTS OF BEEh; X T C
per pound ................................................................................
DEEP SIRLOIN ROASTS OF BEEF; ^ U C
per lb ..........................................................
M INCFD MEATS - CHOPPED SUET - MUSHROOMS  
81-” n ACH - CELEBV IIEAUT8  - SPROUTS
Team
i So B. C. Moore Tells Ga^agemen’s 
Association A t Penticton
PENTICTON. B.C., Nov. 2r>. “Tak- 
Kelowna Famous Players, B.C. ebam-1 whole, this province has
ipions in the Senior B division. lo»l L„j,ds tluil arc belter than those else 
their first homo Kame of the season I ynce you {’.el oil the
on •Saturday last at the Scout Hah- paved hif'hways.’’ , » n  r'
when they met the fast Hat Freeman ,^.,^8 was the ‘
team from Spokane, and. after a M oore , w h o  addressed the Garaten
and thrilling game from the first wins- Uggocialion here on
flo suiecumbed to the Americans by „» week. He was largely insuuI tie, cc    i   l 
1C score of 37-33. I mental in puninii y ii,„4 «/hlrh
Thf gam,, was really a loba IcBjslaS^
Ion, even though it was the first of the 1 
I season. The locals took an early Icadlj^y^ endeavouring
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
:  BADMINTON T'
^  ♦
”A '' And “B ” Teams Both Defeat 
Penticton
Kelowna “A "  and "B ” teams defeat­
ed Penticton in inter-club matches on 
Sunday, the "A ” team, playing on the 
local floor, winning by 12 to 4. and tlie 
“B ” team, which journeyed to 1 entic- 
ton, taking 10 events to 6.  ^ ,
The first team was composed of 
Misses M. Taylor, J. 
and H. Browne, Messrs. H. Webb, Ed. 
Saufiders. D. Hayes and R. Benmore.
The “B " team consisted of Mrs. u. 
Meiklc. Misses R. Goss. M. Elmore and 
to place on thojK. Hill. Messrs. O. Fratice. C. E. Camp-
birt lhe visitors came back strong to l^ tu te  books, atid his address here was beU^ L^ . Richaids^^^^
come out In front with several I concentrated <m a >rrall team will play here,
baskets. However, the locals, led by L„„de by tbe Okanogan-Cauboo g a u  team wm  p  ^
Chas. Petlman. got their shooting eyes Association to attract Interest from tod in error
on the net to send the score up to 2.)- L ,,o prairies. , <Mrifk like finals 1
17 at the half way mark. I While it was all right to kiek h* hjiai Bert Johnston w&s ip the
In the final period the Spokane team ^ p ic s ” to the Legislature, m “ of the men’s douWes , ^}\
checked the Kelowna men almost to for paved roads, it was I should have read ‘
3 Players foolish to discourage visitors by maic Benmore, who were the winners.a standstill, but the Famous1 were able to keep the lead up till the I j^g a loud outcry against P^asci^^
f o r e  HAMS OF FRESH PORK, trimmed;
per lb.................................. .............................................
SMOKED HADDIE FILLETS; X « / C
per lb .......................................................................
final two minutes, only then to re- U 3 c. road situation.
liinquish it to the visitors, who finally I sorted. This discourages the prospjjc- 
I won out by the score of 37-33. five vi
Gordon Meikle was the outstanding I jj^vant 
man on the local team, playing a bang- or” is a real mcnaw.
W HOLESALE GROCERS
TO OPEN AT  VERNON
j ad age all round. ■ The road kici
_ e ace  , n  r
1 up" game at guard, while Chas. Pett-I And the fact is, b «  added, that 
1 man was the most cfCectivo on the for- | roads are really not too had, m com
Kelly, Douglas & Co., Of Vancouver, 
To Establish Branch
'Our Hams and Bacons Arc Deliciously Different”
ward line, although Maurice Meikle parison with other provinces VERNON, Nov. 26.— Kelly, Douglas & Co., Ltd., wholesale grocery firm of
[turned in a nice game. Howard Ryan L ian y  states acro^ Trail Associ-1 Vnneouver will onen a branch in this]
Icame undar the »yes ^of _the rotodes | Tho Okano6an-Car*^^
n  K . G O R D O N  L IM IT E D
in the first part of the game and had Ution is now seeking to bring i r *  T nw#>t! of this citv I
%  .bi./arafu^ for tha yes. o. it  Ken settlers ^ L S  y“ „ ° a  S e r “'th?!.‘S g h S
PROVISIONEES
PHONES 178 and 179
Orltlltb w a - - - | S , r l £unable to find .
ston could not seem to get going prop- | southern States 
erly all night. McKay has not as yet
hit his stride, but is liable to upset f IRE BRIGADE  
somebody’s apple cart at any time. ^
The visitors appeared to be in better
SUCCESS
McKenzie
t h e  g r o c e r
m ' 214 TWO PHONES 214
H a lu m wv- ov,* A  Fair-
shape than the locals, but in the first Big Social Event A t t ^ d ^  By A  l<a 
half were unable to get by the Kelow- ly Large Crowd
Ina defence. Hammond was the out-] annual ball of the
A PPLES  D A Y  IN  A N D  
D A Y  OUT
By Barbara B. Brooks
“What’s all this fuss about vitamins,’
.tandlns p la y e r^  the
ist, was attended by a 
wd and was as success-
t h r # S  tto e ^ V in u te ro f ' play, but in llu l as usual. Dancing to the strains | Mothers lived to a ripe old a p
f^ ® ^ T h ''e t^ ^ ■ w ;^ lc ^ p ;;y ed  =Veh „ „
lar games for Spokane ^  in fa M v lIr g e  cro  point out, too, that he and his sevenKelowna took an early lead 9-3 inj fairly large ,crowa^a_^ strains 1 to a rine old age before
More-
TIMES HAVE CHANGED
N
O T  long ago you used to pay eighty cents to a dollar a 
AM pound for Ganong’s Chocolates. Today we have a 
shioment direct from the factory at St. Stephen, N ew  Bruns­
wick of over a dozen different kinds of Ganong s C ho^lates
b u °k -H a rd  C entres; Fondant, Nut, Fruit and Cream  
Centres— and all at 60c per pound.
1 had Changed of B^b Hayman and His Orchestra was they even heard of the things.
|ew isitors’ lead to four ^  supper, provid- L ^ a rU ou t^ th e  appi?bfn^n'"th^^ ceRan
Pettman broke the spell ^  kindness of Kelowna U f gtill has enough teeth, his stories j
l ln 't h e t o t  h'Sf.” G  S e M e ‘’countedlvEHICUES plenty ot apples .because |
on a nice shot to put Kelowna in the
lead once again, and then Pettman * xr
came through with two nice ones to j vERNO N, Nov. 28.— Capt. n .
m e n a c e  t o  m o t o r i s t ,S they are an abundant crop in most
lands and keep well if properly stored. 
—vrapu XX. P. And, of course,.plenty of apples give I
1 put Kelowna six points up. . McKay 1 as Secretary of. the Yernon | plenty ^ pf yitemms and that _^^y^^e p
added another two points with just goard of Trade, has written a letter to to explain the mystery of granddad’s
“ GET TH AT NO W !”
“ G A N O N G ’S CHOCOLATES! ”
“ TH E FINEST IN  THE LA N D ! ” 
“ FRESH FROM  THE FA C TO R Y !”
Ith^^^mTAuterof play left in the first I ^ h o ”  Gordon Sloan, ®°a R^^ agricu l-1
Aukett scored for the visitors ^^ ,3, drawing to his attention the dang- Although irnprovemem^half.
S J -  thVn-Ry-an counted J rom  under I 3 ^ ’t l l T S .
neath the hoop to make the count 25 failure on the part of fruits and vegetables, apples remain as
just before the half-time whistle ^o carry proper Tights^^t^^^^ nearly the
60c P E R  P O U N D
[sounded. ^  j vioifl^cs^. This, it is pointed out, is 1 year round. Fortunately the crispness
From the outset of the second half .j.j,aj.y to the law. _ , , ^ _  . and slightly acid flavour of apples are
the visitors forced the play. Henderj- The letter further states that L i^ ay g  refreshing. Raw or cooked, theysuddenly upon an imhght- always r e i r e s n ^ ^  _
ENGLISH BISCUITS EXPECTED DAILY
Ison gathered a free ^shot ^hen coming suddenly upon a «  m u i e - - H e r e  are
Hammond counted a field goal to make d^yghjcle loaded with eprdwood, _ unusual recipes that prove their
the count 25-20, in the .first five etc., is exposed to real danger, not only some^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^ ^utes. For the next five minutes botb ^  Yble collision with the vehicle, I versatility in
W e  are every day expecting word of the arrival of our im­
port order of Huntley & Palm er’s Biscuits. These w ill con­
sist of a great variety of Biscuits in half-pound packages, 
as well as an assortment of Sweet M ixed Biscuits, and of 
Short Bread in beautiful Christmas gift tins. W e  are^anx- 
ious that you should see these biscuits v^ ich  come direct 
from the manufacturers in England to us. Possibly, Huntley  
& Palmer’s English Biscuits are the best in the world— and 
as this is a direct import order, the prices are going to be 
surprisingly low.
teams tried: many shots but from having to apply his brakes
them found the net until Pettman hn- especially on a greasy road.
ally broke through for a nice basket ____________—^—------— .
to make the count 27-20. A  uioment Qp M ILITARY
later, Lufkin came from somewhere | CLASH  IN  ORIENT
and added two more points to his
team’s total. Griffith added a free shot j g_|x_ Asks Japan To State Attitude 
and then G., Meikle counted on a nice Towards North China
running shot to make the count 30-/2 ------— ^
with twelve .minutes of play gone in _ 28.—Japan contin- ____
the second half. , . ned to nour troops into North China brown the apples on both sides pver‘ .............. - -  ueu tu ^  ^  ___om-ilps from
Apple Omelet
3 tbsps. butter j
2 apples, washed, cored and sliced
crosswise inch thick
4 eggs (slightly beaten)
2 tbsps. milk
■j4 tsp. ssilt 
Powdered sugar
Paprika ,  ^ j
Melt the butter in a skillet and
Practically ’hll our C H R IS T M A S  G R O C E R IE S  
will be in place this week,
SHOP EARLY!
Spokane then began their oniyV - , danger of a military moderate heat. Remove apples from
the local net and Warrick and Lufkm   ^ ^  _  the Chinese grew hourly, skillet. Combine eggs, milk ^ d  salt,
added baskets to bring ^he count to | c i . _  leaders declare that the inva- and pour them in the skillet. Cook 
30-26. Ryan added a free shot and a^^^  ^ heat, lifting the edges with
moment later Hammond did hh^wise. sion ^  attempt by Tokyo to a spatula to let the uncooked^ portion
Aukett counted and was fouled by North and South China settling j-un under. When set,, put the fried
Griffith, but the fqrnier missed both ^  1 cnHnkled with sugar on the
, ------- x._x„ At this point Griffith 1 tneir mincumes.
four
GOOD SERVICE ! GOOD Q U A L IT Y ! GOOD V A L U E !
apples spri led it  s u g ^  o
Ihis free shots. At this point (■'^untn j 28.— Britain today, in omelet. Roll it and turn it out on a
left the floor with •  „ note called on Japan to state its warm platter.. Sprinkle with paprika
though there was some Latitude towards North China. The| One-Two-Three Salad
about it. Johnston made a couple of heavy British
free shots to make the count p-/9. j tgj.ests in the North China railways 
Those were the last points that the  ^ seized, and Japanese
locals made and in the next_mmure .  ^ these railways would be so
dous a matter that Britain could notWarrick counted for the visitors to 
make the count 33-31. With three nain- ^ei 
utes to go, Lufkin made gpod his free | ignore ii.
G e o *  ] M L c I C d i z & 0
shot and then Hammond came fhrough LA D Y  SUFFERS
to put his team in the, lead with a nice 1
basket. Warrick added another point
With a free shot' and then Hamrnond
1 dill pickle (diced)
2 medium onions (finely chopped)
2 tart red apples (unpared, diced) 
Lemon juice or cider 
Mayonnaise
Combine dill pickle, onions and ap- 
’TTPFFRS 1 Plc®- Sprinkle with lemon juice or
i n j u r i e s  cider and marinate for at least thirty 
SEVERE IN JLK iii& j^^^^gg mayonnaise and
a relish with_______________  . . VERNO N N o 7 ^ th .-A c c id e n ta lly  ®erve on lettuce or as
cinched the game for the -^^c^^cans j jy  an automobile driv- niea .
with a field goal to make the count j by S. T. French on Tuesday even-
137-33 just before the final whistle 
Teams And Scores:
One-Dish Breakfast
Wash "and core apples. Place in bak-
GYR O  PAR TY  FOR
W ELFARE ASSOCIATION
Entertainment To Be Held In Royal 
Anne Hotel On December 3rd
A L L  RELIEF CAM PS TO
ing; Mrs. Henry Eckert received Revere | •^ Y^ |,^ ~~'j^^^.-^^^^g-^gbtly with cinna-
HAT f r e e m a n : V^arrlC. 5: Ham, |
mond, 12; Lufkin, 5; Aukett, 10; Hen- condition. , I ing'^water to cover bottom of dish
BE CLOSED N EXT YEAR  derson, 1; Batters, 4. Total, 37. . The accident occurred Barnard a.moder-
K ELO W N A : M. Meikle, 6; H. Pett- Avenue. ate own* (425“ F.) for about thirty
OTTAW A, Nov. 28.—The government I man; C. Pettman, JIO; Johnston,^4j^Ry-I __--------------------------  minutes or u n t i l apples are tender.
hopes to close all relief camps during an, 4; Griffith, 1; G. Meikle, 6; McKay, OFFICERS «3 Serve warm with cream or whole milk
+V.O n<r +h(^  Hon Norman M. h - Tixctpnann: Total. 33. VERNON LIBER ALS oei ve wc _ ---------
The public is invited to join with 
the Gyros and their wives at a party 
and dance to be held in the Royal 
Anne Hotel on Tuesday, December 3rd.
The hotel has kindly donated the use 
of the lounge for the evening, and Bob 
Hayman and His Ambassadors w ill 
supply the music free of charge.
The Gyro Club is taking care o f any 
additional expense so that all proewds 
w ill go direct to the Kelowna and Dis­
trict Welfare Association.
There will be modern and old time 
dances, skits and other entertainment. 
Bridge tables and cards w ill be pro­
vided for those not wishing to dance. 
Refreshments will be served. .
Every one is promised a real good 
time, and has the assurance that the 
fu ll price of admission w ill go direct 
to the Welfare Association. A ll are 
invited to join the Gyros in an evening 
of fun and frolic.
the coming year, the Hon. Norman M. 
Rogers, Minister of Labour, announces. 
A  committee of three w ill be appointed 
to arrange the closing.
12; Tostenson. Total, 33.
Scout Juniors W in Preliminary
BREAK  BETW EEN ABERHART
A N D  N E W  YO RK  EXPERT
NO M ONETARY EXPERIM ENT
IN  N E W  ZE A LA N D
Hopes Of Social Credit Apostles Are  
Dashed
W ELLINGTON, Nov. 28.—The hopes 
of the Social Credit minded were dash- 
• ed when Premier-elect Michael Savage
announced that the new Labour gov­
ernment vvould not set up mone­
t a r y  eayperiment, although it might 
la t e r  ii^ rider nationalizing: the Bank  
o f  New' Zealand.
18-11. . .
SCOUTS: Ward, 3; Chapman^ 1;
. . .  * X <:• — —  „ .■ r>..oa5* lOwen, 6; Henderson;. Campbell; Bry-
A ll Is Not Serene Tn Social Credit Ryan, 6. Total, 18. ^
W orld SCHOOL: D. Herbert, 3; Handlin,
EDMONTUJN, Nov. 28. - -  A  sharp 
break between Premier Aberhart and | Total, 11.
And now comes the game that the
X,. o 41 VERNON, Nov. 28th.—The following 
In the preliminary game, the . Scout I Were elected at a meeting of
Juniors won a hard fought game fromj Vernon Liberal Association on 
the School Juniors by the score “  Uyjonday: President, Fred Harwood;
 ^ ‘ Vice-President, C. W . Morrow; Secre­
tary, George, McNeill; Treasurer, J. E.
Hunt.
OLD VERNON Y IR M
Apple Crunch
4 cups sliced tart apples 
1 cup brown sugar
tsp. nutmeg ^
Grated rind of lemon 
1 cup fine corn flake crumbs 
Yi cup. melted butter 
Arrange apples in bottom of deep 
pie plate (9-inch). Cover with cup 
of brown sugar, nutmeg and lemon 
DECLARED INSO LVENT I rind. Combine corn flake crumbs with
remaining Y  cup sugar and butter.
B. Brougham,has been revealeJWM^^ This o f J.^^. V- about thirty minutes
VER NO N  Nov. 28 — On the petition Pack firmly on top of apples. Bake 
G. D- 'wollen, of North Vancou-1 in moderate oven (400 F.) until ap-
it was repudiated yesterday by Aber- 
hart, Mr. Brougham said today that, 
he had come toB toon ton  at the s p e J " a “^^J.^
cial invitation of the Premier, but the * excitint - - *— "
break came when he refused to give IP ,, taamo -Vinw so verv cvcni.» i—-_____ _ —  - •
said Brougham. I The preliminary game w ill bring to- ut-u
Justice D. a : McDonald in Su- 
le Court. District Registrar R.. M.
gether the" Vernon Intermediate B  boys 1 PENTICTON, Nov. 28.—M re .> .  Ol-
„ - _ . ,and the local Intermediate B boys, and sen, aged 76, resident, of Penticton for
made by mixing three cupfuls of ggx under way at 8.30 p.m. sharp, the past twenty-four-years, died inluaiAc ' I Will get unaer ay at oxxwxt'* ^
three tablespoons of ammonia and one feature game is billed for 9.45, so Princeton on Sunda^y at me nomeor
Luncheon Corn Bread
1 egg (slightly beaten)
^  cup sugar 
Yi cup prepared bran 
I 'cup cornmeal 
1 cup milk 
1 cup flour 
tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking powder 
Y  pound diced bacon 
1 CUP sliced apples 
Combine egg and sugar thoroughly.
paste. Roll this into baUs of conven- „ assured of a real evening’s enter- hate Mrs. Glsen, who was —-  - , or.lent size to fit the hand. a ball L  Denmark, moved to Princeton in July, pour into greased pam Areangeapr
over^the paper and «  will clean thor- w ins Bn.h Games With — --------- -------- ^  ,  ' ,.h t whin  g ^ a S u t  W ^ t ^ S n .^ r in * ° f m g £ !
I Spokane 37^ 6, and on Monday Brown the crust
The H a t  Freeman team bowed to]Pejnticton^^nished on t g  lan d  °c r i^  the bacon by placing the
ceUent^^’oun^iSg cloths Fold them to j the Pe^^ticton^ S ^ p r s  in two ehcoun-ja ^ -2 6  score.^  ^ Washington in-jbreacT under the_ broiler for a few
fit IS e  S ^ r o o r  table and ‘ hen tens, the f ir^  on Thursday g e n in g  la^^  ^ minutes. Yield: Eight servincs. One
stitch around the edges and through when the ..South<^_ __pkanaM ^ en rnnay t  ^
the centre several times.
iiw -s
Please Sir: give us a brea\! 
. .Wear the new Forfused 
collars . . they re &o easy 
t0‘ wash.
H
F O R F U S E D  C o lla rs  sail th rough  the laundry  
w ith  the ease and  fearlessness o f  a  h a n d le r ' 
ch ie f or a  h it o f  f l a n n e l . . a n d  com e ou t ready  
to b e  iron ed  to  ju s t  the right stiffness w ith  n o  
starch ing or fu ss in g  o f  any \ in d . T h e y  have  
the sm artt dressy appearance o f  a  stiff collar, 
and  have the added advantage o f  be in g  so 
easily w ashed  ou t a t home.
S H I R T S  w i t h  
F O R F U S  E D  C o lla rs  haije  s m a rt c o lla r  
a p p e a ra n c e  w ith  soft^collar co m fo rt. See 
o u r  assortrhent.
T h o m a s  L a w s o n ,
Q U A L I T Y  M E R C H A N D IS E  
P H O N E  215, K E L O W N A ,  B. C.
Basketl>all
P E N T IC T O N  S E N IO R S
VERSUS ■
K E L O W N A  S E N IO R S
VERNON INTERMEDIATE B BOYS VS. 
KELOWNA INTERMEDIATE B BOYS
FIRST GAM E—
8.45 p.m.
FEATURE GAM E
9.45 p.m. 
ADM ISSION:
35c and 10c
S A T U R D A Y ,  N O V E M B E R  30
....
A CANADIAN VICTOR AT BRITISH POLLS:
Battle Bull, born at Brampton, Ont. and
K C  t o  b e e n X t S  “ r a  House o« Coumoto
for the Enfield Division oi ivuauicsac*. “ J' “ Mrs
P ic tu re  with his wife, the former Rosemary^Baur, Chicago. Mr. and M  ..
Bull took u p  r e s i d e n c e  i n  England shortly after their m am ag .
